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This is an explorative and descriptive study of Hong Kong hotels,
with particular regard to recent developments ands future trends, A.
broad area is covered which could serve as an intial step for further
detailed research.
Personal interviews were conducted with people involved with the
hotel business in Hong Kong (including the Hong Kong Tourist Association).
The main findings were 1) There is a general decline in occupancy rates :
while the number of tourists is rising, the occupancy rates are dropping
there is a trend, which is expected to continue, towards more sharing of
hotel rooms. 2) There is a general decline in tourists' satisfaction
with hotel service, even though a former downward trend in the staff-to-
room employment ratio reversed. somewhat in 1973. 3) Conventions and
tour groups are becoming more important to the hotels. 4) There is an
increasing potential for resort hotels in the next few years. 5) The
hotel business is highly senstive to factors such as economic recessions,
disparity in Trans-Atlantic and Trans-Pacific air fares, etc. 6) The
former downward trend in the average length of stay began to reverse in
1973. 7) The profit and expenditure patterns of the hotel studied suggest
that investment in higher tariff type hotels will result in a higher profit.
To alleviate the two major problems-the general decline in tourists'
satisfaction with hotel service and the general decline in occupancy rates
-better management skills must be used. Closer observation of the
changing environment and its effects on the types and needs of tourists visiting
Hong Kong is necessary, along with a search for new markets.
3FOREWORD
In 1972 the hotel sector accounted for $429 million, or 19 per cent
of the entire revenue of the Hong Kong tourist industry-an impressive
sum (19). The income from tourism in Hong Kong (to which the hotel
industry contributes considerably) stimulates a demand for goods and
services far beyond domestic needs. The benefits derived thereby
penetrate into the heart of the community, affecting many diverse
industries (17). This industry: which seems to have only an economic
influence on Hong Kong, then, actually contributes to the community to
a far greater extent.
With the growing importance of tourism in Hong gong, policymakers,
planners, investors and developers have been paying particular attention
to this industry. An investigation of recent developments and possible
future trends could provide valuable information to these decision makers.
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11.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Objectives and Scope
This study is addressed primarily to those who are interested
in the hotel industry in Hong Kong. It considers especially its recent
developments and possible future trends. We hope to uncover some of the
critical problems the industry is facing and to offer some suggestions
for alleviating them. It is not an exhaustive study, due to the limited
amounts of our time and resources. It is intended primarily as a general
source of reference for possible future research. We have selected what
we believe to be the most important aspects and problems, and we have
attempted to point out their significance and interrelationship.
The study concentrates mainly on the supply and demand situations
in the industry and their relationship with the tourist industry.
Relatively little attention is paid to the technical problems of
operating and administering an individual hotel--this might be an
effective approach for one whose interest in hotels is largely managerial.
The influence of geographical factors on the hotel industry in Hong Kong
is only touched upon, too, but it offers another vantage point from
which one could view the industry.
1.2 Methodology
We used a combination of historical and analytical approaches.
We attempted an evolutionary examination of the past and recent supply
and demand situation'in hotel accommodations, and the possible future
situation. This was carried out by means of a literature survey and
personal interviews._
21.21 Background Material
a numder or sources were consulted, including books, journals,
magazines and newspapers from the two universities' libraries, the City
Hall Library, and the British Council Library. Additional information
was found in publications of the Hong Kong Tourist Association (which
hereafter will be referred to as The H.K.T.A.) and the local hotels.
The H.K.T.A., a quasi- Government organisation, gives relatively
reliable data-it collects data from the individual hotels (and related
establishments) for the Government. Various aspects of hotels, such as
their classifications, past developments, recent supply and demand
situations, occupancy rates, rate (tariff) structure, facilities and
services, revenue and expenditure, employment situations, economic
benefits to Hong Kong, etc. are all necessary to our study.
1.22 Experience Survey (28)
Probably only a small portion of any knowledge and experience is
ever put into written form, and that involved in the hotel industry
is no exception. Those people in key positions in Hong Kong hotels are
in a position every day to observe critical problems and effects of
changes on the industry here. Their routine work could offer tremendous
help in studying the industry. Therefore the author chose to do an
experience survey, selecting hotel managers by random sampling. The
population of hotel managers in Hong Kong is fifty-four the sample size
chosen was twenty, with no one working in the same hotel.
1.221 Interviews
The author made appointments with most of the selected hotel
managers by telephone. The in-depth interview method was used this method
3
consists of direct and indirect questions asked by the interviewer in
a face-to-face situation. The recording of the information is done
either during or after the interview. Each of our interviews lasted
at least one hour, with many lasting over an hour.
We are aware of the strengths and weaknesses of this type:of..,
interview method while it permits greater flexibility in obtaining
possibly more information, it also allows subjective bias in interviewing
and interpretation (28).
1.3 Definitions
The definition of tourist used in this study is that of the
International Union of Official Travel Organisation (IUOTO), which
states that:
The term 'tourist', shall, in principle, be interpreted to mean
any person travelling for a period of twenty-four hours or more in a
country other than that in which he usually resides.
The following are regarded as tourists:l
1) Persons travelling for pleasure, domestic reasons, health, etc.
2) Persons travelling to meetings, or in a representative capacity
of any kind (scientific, administrative, diplomatic, religious,
athletic., etc.).
3) Persons travelling for business purposes.
4) Persons arriving in the course of a sea cruise, even when they
stay less than twenty-four hours.
'For further information, see Peters (209 9 ppo 14--15.
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The following are not regarded as tourists:
1) Persons arriving with or without a contract to take up an
occupation or engage in any business activity in the country.
2) Persons other than the above coming to establish a residence
in the country.
3) Students and young persons in boarding establishments or schools.
4) Travellers passing through a country without stopping,, even if
the journey takes more than twenty-four hours.
5) Residents in a frontier zone and persons domiciled in one
country and working in adjacent country.
The definition for hotelu we use is from Hong Kong Ordinance 49,
1961, Hotel Proprietors:
...an establishment held out by the proprietor as offering
food, drink, and if so required, sleeping accommodation,
without special contract, to any traveller presenting
himself who appears able-and willing to pay a reasonable
sum for the services and facilities provided and who is
in a fit state to be received.
At present there are fifty-four hotels which are either ordinary
or associate members of the H.K.T.A. These hotels are those that a
visitor would usually patronize. There are also small lodgings and inns,
which are not registered as hotels by the H.K.T.A., and they usually
attract local people at a lower tariff. They do not contact any travel
agents or actively participate in the international travel business.
In general, they play an insignificant role in the tourist indust 1
ry.
In our study, only those hotels registered as members of the H.K.T.A.
are dealt with.
IThis comment was made by Ng Chung BungResearch Specialist,
H.K.ToA. and confirmed by . Cyril Yaut' Membership Manager. H.K.T.A.
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The term recent here refers to a period, arbitrarily chosen,
between 1969 and 1972. It is difficult to collect data prior to 1969.
Present refers to 1973, and future to 1974 and after.
62.O CLASSIFICATION OF HOTELS OCCUPANCY
RATES AND RATE OR TARIFF STRUCTURE
2.1 Reasons for Classifying Hotels
The primary intention of a classification system for noteis is
to guide the visitor in selecting a hotel that fits his needs,, i.e.,
provide accommodation and services he expects for the price he wants to
pay. A good classification system has to be fair to the hotels being
classified, too. Such a system offers an additional advantage-it
can help hotel planners, developers and hotel management to see the
patterns of supply and demand for various types of hotels and services,
thereby allowing better planning.
2.2 Ways of Classifying Hotels
There are many ways to classify hotels-some are informative in
one respect but are lacking in another, and some are very expensive to
implement. We shall now examine the various classification systems.
2.21 Classification of Hotels According to Number or Booms1
The assumptions here are that the more rooms a notei nas, tine
larger the orgainsation is, and hence the better are its services and
facilities. Many hotels which have a small number of rooms maintain a
good standard of services and facilities. Moreover, such a classifica-
tion system is not useful to the visitor. A visitor does not select
1This was attempted by Lim Peck Too in her study, "The Hotel
Industry in Singapore, 1968, Department of Economics, University of
Singapore.
7a hotel for its number of rooms, but because of its price, location
and facilities I
2.22 Classification of Hotels by the Number of Beds
This classification is based on a similar assumption to the
previous classification, only the number of beds replaces the number
of rooms in this case. The same limitations apply as well. The
classification systems by rooms or beds are most useful to those
visitor-group organisers who need to know the capacity of a hotel in
making decisions on the arrangements of group accomumodation.2
2.23 Classification of Hotels According to a Scoring System
Like other countries, India has adopted a complicated point
scoring system3 with an overall pass mark and mini mtun pass mark for
certain items of a hotel. This system has been derived from several
European systems (25), In this classification a hotel is rated,
separately on thirty-nine different items, according to the rating
authorities' opinion.
Aii the items u stea Dy the rating autnority are consiaerea
to be important in selecting a hotel. A macimum score is assigned
according to the authorities' opinion of the items' relative importance.
1This was one of the results in a survey by the Far East Research
Organisation in 1969 on about 600 tourists leaving Hong Kong and Singapore.
2These comments were made by Mr. David Yip, Director and Manager,
Hotel Fortuna and also by David Lai, the Reservations Managers, Sheraton
Hotel.
3See Appendia A the Indian Scoring System on Llassification of
Hotels.
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There are two ratings for each item--a quantitative score giving numerical
points, and a qualitative score such as essential," necessary," and
"desirable," A hotel needs an aggregate of 66 per cent of the total marks
in order to pass, with a minimum of 50 per cent for all essential and
necessary items. It is clear that this system lacks objectivity.
In India the system suffers from arbitrariness in allocating
weights to the various facilities of a hotel. The weighting is based
on the opinion of Indian authorities rather than on visitors' wants.
For example, only 1 per cent of the marks for a five-star hotel is
allocated to locality and environment, while in the survey by the
Far East Organisation in 1969, this came out with a high rating of
62 per cent.
There is no real market research conducted to determine the
priority. of importance of facilities on the part of visitors. In
addition, the system is expensive to operate. An inspection fee has
to be charged to cover the expense of classification. The Indian
Authority charges about U.S.$270 to rate a five-star hotel.
Thus, unless the authority conducts research periodically on
visitors' expectations, the system will not fulfill what we consider
to be the main objectivesof a classification system, i.e., to be
informative to the visitors and fair to the hotels. In consideration
of the cost and work involved, we would not recommend such a system for
Hong Kong hotels. However, this system does help the hotel manager
to a certain extent, in that it provides measures, however arbitrary,
for gauging improvement in services and facilities.
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2.22 Classification of Hotels by Tariff Rates
here are two xinas or ciassiXications by tariff rates:
1) by rate per night per room and 2) by rate per night per bed.
However, since Hong Kong hotels with no single rooms (one-bedroom)
available, offer double rooms at the single occupant rate, the compu-
tation of rate per night per bed would be the single occupant rate,
making these two rates effectively the same.
In Hong Kong, the classification of hotels by rate per night
per bed has been used in the past. Prior to 1972, for the purpose of
analysis, the H.K.T.A. classified hotels into four groups: A,B,C, and D.
The hotels in categories A. B, and C were differentiated in 1969
according to the tariff per bed per night. Group D was composed of
hostels and guest houses, usually characterised by small room capacity
and low rates. After 1972 the H.K.T.A. modified the classification by
grouping B and C into one category. This was due to an increase in
rates, which resulted in an overlapping of the two ranges of tariffs.
At present the H.K.T.A. classifies hotels-into three groups:
1) high tariff, 2) medium tariff, and 3) hostels and guest houses.
This is shown in TABLE 2.1.
5o rar we have seen that this type of classification serves the
purpose of helping the visitor select a hotel as well as differentiating
the standard of services and facilities. The assumption is that price
reflects quality. Most of the managers we interviewed accepted this
assumption. Howeverg they indicated that unless their hotel could provide
sound facilities and a high standard of service, they would not follow
a policy of high pricing. Their feeling is that a hotel can be priced
10
TABLE 2.
CLASSIFICATION OF HOTELS BY TARIFF PER BED PER.NIGHT
Types of Hotels Hotel Tariff per Bed per Night
HK$ 65 and aboveHigh Tariff Hotels
33-64Medium Tariff Hotels
32 and belowHostels and Guest Houses
Hotel Classification, at Year End, 1973
of Rm. Total of BedTotalType of RoomsNo. ofTypes of
Beds TotalTotalHotels Hotels Sina1e Double Suite Rooms
6866673 6,357 421 7,451High Tariff 14,22914
Hotels
28 5,579 27Medium Tariff 31 807 2,228 158 3,193
Hotels
6672 59 32331 309 1,013Hostels and
Guest Houses
20,82154 611 111,316 l00Total: 1,811 8,89 100
Note: See Appendix B for detailed classification of
individual hotels
Rm. stands for room
Source: H. K. T .A.
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out of the market very soon,, when others provide similar services and
facilities, but at a lower price.
The type of classification currently adopted by the H.K.T.A.,
i.e., by tariff rates per night per bed, seems to come the closest to
our stated objective of a general hotel classification system. It
guides the visitor in terms of price, services and facilities, and
gives a fair differentiation among hotels.
In Hong Kong, there is a possibility for even further differen-
tiation within the high tariff rate category, since some of the hotels
in this category have moved to deluxe class from first class. It remainu
to be seen whether this further differentiation is justified. If this
does happen, the H.K.T.A. would classify four groups: 1) deluxe class
tariff, 2) high tariff, 3) medium tariff, and 4) hostels and guest
houses.
2.3 Occupancy Rates
The occupancy rate, or load factor, is one of the criteria used for
measuring the efficiency of hotel operation (25). It can be obtained by
dividing the number of rooms occupied in a given period (usually 30 days
for monthly, or 365 days for yearly) by the total number of rooms. For
example, if 90 out of a 100 rooms are occupied everyday throughout the'
year, we can say that the average occupancy rate of the hotel for the year
is 90 per cent. Another way of defining occupancy rate is that the total
occupancy room-days in a month is divided by total available room days in a month.
2.31 Past Occupancy Rates
Based on six years' records of the Hong Kong hotel industry, we
12
can safely say that Hong Kong enjoys a very good occupancy rate compared
to other Pacific countries, Occupancy rates fluctuate seasonally
peak seasons are March to May and September to December (see Appendix C
for seasonal patterns). Yearly comparison of past Hong Kong hotel room
occupancy rates and visitors' traffic flow between 1968 and 1973 is
shown in TABLE 2.2.
There was a great tourist inflow in the late 1960s, coupled with
an acute shortage of rooms, causing the hotel room occupancy rate to
increase between 1968 and 1970 (15). The high occupancy rate, 90.3
percent in 1970, was mainly due to Expo '70 in Japan. Tourists went to
Expo and also paid a visit to Hong Kong. After 1970 the occupancy
rate began to decline and reached 77 per cent in 1973. Such a decline
in the occupancy rate is because many new hotel rooms were added, and
l
there was a reduction in visitors' average length of stay.
2,32 Comparison with Tariffs o.3:Qther.,'opular Tourist Regions
't'he orficial average annual hotel occupancy rates for a number of
Pacific countries in the period 1969-1972 are shown in TABLE 2.3. The
hotel occupancy rate in the Colony is higher than any other Pacific
country. Further,, the 1972 room occupancy rate of 81 per cent was
higher that the world average--71 iDer cent (22)_
1This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.
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TABLE 2.2
PAST HOTEL ROOMS OCCUPANCY RATES, 1.968-1973
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Source: National Tourist Organisations of respective areas.
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2.4 Rate or Tariff Structure
The rate of a hotel room is the price an occupant must pay the
hotel to stay one night in a room. The rates vary according to the
class of hotel room and type of hotel.
There are three basic types of rooms: single, double, and suites.
The single rooms are the cheapest and usually the easiest to sell,
whereas double rooms are usually for two or more occupants. The double
rooms are usually larger than the single rooms in terms of size, but
most of them differ little in facilities and services offered. The
suites (rooms with parlors), are the most expensive among the classes
of rooms offered by a hotel they are larger and have more facilities,
e.g., more lavish furnishings, and a telephone in the parlor in addition
to one in the bedroom,
2.41 Determinants of Bate
Therearefourbasicdeterminantsof theratesof a hotelroom1. Thestandardof serviceandrangeof facilities.
2. The supply and demand of rooms.
3. The operation cost.
4. The profit policy of the hotel management.
The rate of a room more or less reflects the standard of service
and the range of facilities that a hotel can offer. A comparison made
between the rates of hotel rooms and the facilities offered is shown
in TABLE 2.4. The hotels listed in the table are selected at random
from all types of hotel rooms. We can see that the high tariff hotels
provide more facilities such as restaurants, bars, coffee shops,
television sets, refrigerators, swimming pools, resident doctors,
15
TABLE 204
COMPARISON OF RATES FACILITIES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF HOTEL ROOMS IN HONG KONG-1971
No. of Hotel Rates of Hotel Room with
Room Room Swim. Res. Night Club/ Sec.
Name of Hotel Sg. Db. Su. Sg. Db Su. T.V Frig Rest. Bar Caf' e Pool Doc. Banq. Disc. Sauna Conf. Fac. Telex. Trans. Shore Arcd.
High Tariff:
Mandarin Ri 478 28 24-42 29-50 80-120 xc 4 4 N
Hilton 731 67 22-35 26-42 60-180 xc 7S3
Hong Kong 76 535 79 15-15 22-34 36-70 xc Sm 2 2 xx No
Furama 571 13 20-32 23-40 62-120 x 5 4 No X No NoPeninsula 310 28 28-42 34-48 56-120 x 3 No No
Medium Tariff:
Grand 43 150 7 12-14 14-24 30-40 2 2 No No No No No No No No Free No14Fortuna 49 118 11 12-13 17-19 24-2c. xc No No No No No No Free
Nathan 39 78 5 13-14 16-20 36-44 N No 2 No No No No No Free No
Singapore 15 136 19 10-14 14-19 24-28 No No No No No No No No
Imperial 14 152 14 11-12 13-17 33-33 2 2 No No No Nc NoNo No Free No
Hostel$ Guest House
Chung King House 40 53 6-7 7-14 No No No No No No No No No No No No Free No
Midoriso Toverst
House 6 15 5 9-11 10-12 13-16 No No No No No No No No No No No No No No No
4-732 10 6 2-6 7 Na NoY.M.C.A. (H.K.) No No No No No No No No No No NoNo
47114Y.M.C.A. (Kln.) 6 5-8 10-10 16 N No No NNo No No No No Na No No Nc
R_13reen Jade 8 15 6-8 Sm Nc No No No No No No No No No No No No No
Sg. Single Rest. Restaurant Res. Doc. Resident Doctor
Dg. Double Caf' e Coffe Shop Banq. Banquet
Su. Suite Swimming Pool Conf.rm. Conference RoomSwim. pool
Freg. Refreigator Sec. Fac. Secretary facilities Shop Arcd, Shopping arcade
Trans. Transportation Disc. Discotheque c colour
Sm. In some rooms x available
Source: Mainly from Hong Kong Tourist Association.
Tabulation: by the author
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night clubs, saunas, banquet roomms, shopping arcades, conference rooms
secretarial facilities therefore they charge at a higher rate. None
of the hostels and guest houses provides swimming pool, shopping arcade,
resident doctor, or telex facilities. Some of them do not even have
air-conditioning or attached bathrooms (24). Thus hostels and guest
houses charge relatively lower rates. The medium tariff hotels provide
better facilities and services than the hostels and guest houses, but
of course not better than those in high tariff types, with tariffs
charged reflecting services and facilities. Rooms with harbour views
in most hotels are available at a higher rate than those without (9).
In addition, the resultsof the Survey conducted by The Far East
Organisation Probe Ltd.( 9), in 1972 of 2,884 hotel guests, indicated
that tourists were more satisfied with high tariff hotels' service
than those in medium tariff hotels and hostels and guest houses, with
medium tariff hotels rating higher than hostels and guest houses.
wiZn regard to the factor of demand and supply of hotel rooms,
it can be demonstrated in TABLE 2.5 that the annual growth of hotel
tariff somewhat followed the law of supply and demand. In the case of
increase in demand, the rate tends to increase, and in the case of
decrease in demand, the rate tends to slow down. Certainly world-wide
inflation or a general rise in prices, also affect the growth rate.
The other factor, operation cost, is added on to the rate paid by
the hotel occupant. The higher tariff hotels, with better service and
facilities, incur higher capital outlay, higher overhead, higher
maintenance and higher payments. All these are directed towards the
delivery of high standard of service and facilities to the hotel
occupant. Thus such hotels need to charge a higher rate.
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TABLE 2.5
ANNUAL GROWTH OF OFFICIAL HOTEL TARIFF AND ACTUAL OCCUPANCY RATES
X969-1973






Note: the high growth rate in 1973 was due to
the high inflation rate in 1973.
Source: H.K.T.A.
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The hotel rate also depends on the profit policy adopted by a hotel
manager. Ideally, a hotel manager would work out a rate compatible with
costs and a predetermined mark-up margin. In addition, sometimes
because of the desire to get more market shares or to improve the image
of his hotel, a hotel manager will change the rates to some extent.
Generally speaking, hotel rates tend to be competitive within the
industry, but they also reflect the standard of services and facilities of
a hotel. Setting too high or too low rates, a hotel manager sooner or
later would find himself in trouble either the hotel is priced out of the
market or unable to maintain its usual standards of services and facilities.
Therefore if a hotel wants to be competitive, its rates must consider the costs
of the service and facilities provided as well as what competitors charge.
2.32 Comparison With Tariff--O-f--.Other Popular Tourist Regions
A comparison of the hotel tariff which includes bed and continental
breakfast for one night in the Hilton (or nearest equivalent) in Hong
Kong with those in twenty-eight other international areas was done by the
financial Times of London in 1972 (TABLE 2.6). Hong Kong ranked thirteenth
in the hotel tariff rate charged, so it was slightly above the average
hotel tariff in 1972. Another comparison of the hotel tariff with that
of other major Pacific countries was done by the H.K.T.A. in 1972. The
result is uresented in TABLE 2.7.
The result shows that Hong Kong had the highest tariff among the
eight countries. However, when the price of meals was added.'.onto the
hotel room tariff, it was found that Hong Kong ranked second to Tokyo.



































Source: Financial Times of London




COMPARISON OF HOTEL TARIFF AMONG THE MAJOR PACIFIC COUNTRIES. 1972
Hotel,Tariff Table D' Hote Meals
1Country Single Room Twin Breakfast Lunch Dinner
US$ US$US$ US$ US%
Hong Kong 28.00 16 50 3.6o1.90 5.30
Tokyo 15.0024.90 2.70 9.107.30
21.10Dj akarti 2.3013.50 4.603.20
Manila 20.60 12.50 4.802.30 4020
Ban k©k nn19.80 11.90 2.901.80
Singapore 19.10 2.3011.80 3.80 4.90
13.50Kuala Lumpur 1.408.90 2.601.90
Taipei 12.60 1,640 2.609.30 3,00
Source: Hong Kong Tourist Association.
The data was based on confidential tariff books of
two leading Hong Kong tour operators. The average
tariff of top five expensive hotels in each des-
tination was used for comparison except the top
three average tariff of expensive hotels was chosen
in Djakarta. Manila. and Kuala Luamur.
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in 1974 a comparison of latest hotel tariff among the major pacific
countries is shown in TABLE 2.8. Rank was given according to the average
tariff of a single room, including tax and services. However, the tariff
of areas like Malaysia, Bangladesh, Cuam, Taiwan, Sri Lanka was based
on one big hotel in each place, whereas the tariff of India and Pakistan
was based on two big hotels in each place.
For thesake of coiparison, two similar classes of hotel rooms were
compared: single and double rooms. Facilities were also compared so as
to reach a common base. It was found that the hotels compared are of
similar facilities but vary in rates due to different locations. These
are the hotels of the world's leading hotel chains: Hilton International,
Hyatt International and Intercontinental.
The result shows that Hong Kong had the fourth highest tariff among
the major Pacific areas. This is favourable in promoting Hong Kong as
a convention centre and in maintaining itself as the leading tourist
centre in the Far East.
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TABLE 2.8
COMPARISON OF HOTEL TARIFFS AMONG THE MAJOR PACIFIC AREAS 9974,.

















The hotel tariff (of room) was the average figure among the
hotels based, and service and tax charges were included.
Source of Data: Asian Hotels and Tourism, (Hong Kong: The
Far East-Trade Press Ltd., January, 1974.)
PP- 4-5. See its 1974 retail rates in the hotels
of three different American chains most widely
established in the region: Hilton International,
Hyatt International, and Inter-Continental.
Tabulation: B the author.
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3.0 FACILITIES AND SERVICES PROVIDED BY HONG KONG HOTELS
3.1 Tourists' Expectations of Hotel Accommodations
The Far East Research Organisation's 1969 Survey (facilities were
listed in random order and respondents were asked to state which of them
they considered most essential, least essential, and desirable)
showed overwhelmingly that the most important thing to visitors is
convenient location in the business or entertainment center. Other items
considered important were quick laundry service, tour facilities, cocktail
bar, swimming pool, restaurant with dancing, and an all-night coffee shop.
These results are shown in order of importance of facilities in TAKE 3.1
However, it was found that Asian and Non-Asian visitors had slightly
different priorities, most likely due to the cultural differences between
these two groups. Both groups ranked convenient location in business
center or entertainment center as most important. The non-Asian visitors
ranked cocktail bar as second in importance, whereas the Asians ranked
a large lobby with seats for meeting guests as second in importance.
The Asian visitors prefer to chat in public places, and hence placed
great importance on large lobbies with seats for meeting guests. Most
of them are not used to drinking liquor at casual times as non-Asians are,
hence, did not rate this item as highly.
As for the facilities in hotel .bedrooms, the two groups shared
similar expectations, except Asian visitors insisted on them more than the
non-Asian visitors (TABLE 3.2).
3.2 Facilities Provided by Hong Kong Hotels
TABLE 3.3 shows that forty-nine out of a total of fifty-four hotels
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TABLE 3.1
HOTEL FACILITIES CONSIDERED TO BE MOST ESSENTIAL, DESIRABLE, AND LEAST ESSENTIAL O
Desirable Least Essential Rank#Most EssentialHotel Facilities
Convenient Location in Business 11%62% 92%
Center or Entertainment Center
Tear Service and Facilities 21%50%5%
Available in a hotel
4% 36%Quick Laundry Service 51%
33%38%Restaurant with dancing 5%
Large Lobby and Seats For
2% 53 50%Meeting Guests
46% 7% 6Cocktail Bar 5%
4% 7All Night Coffee House 9%35%
824%1%Secretarial Service Available 7%
In A Hotel
89%Swiaani.na Pool 38%3
25% 1012%Messave Service Available In 1%
A Hotel
20%2 13% 10Social Escort Service Arranged
12% 30% 11Bab Sitting Facilities 1%
Note:# The order of importance
Source: The Far East Res:eavch Organisation Surveys, 1969.
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TABLE 3.2
FACILITIES EXPECTED IN HOTEL BEDROOMS BY ASIAN AND NON-ASIAN VISITORS,1969
cilities heated in Hotel Bedrooms Asian visitors Non-Asian Visitors
Controllable Air-conditioning 94% 94%
Bed with Light and Radio Controlled 69% 61%
Radio or Piped Music 61% 65%
Writing Desk and Chair 64% 60%
Full Lenth Mirror 54% 54%
Television 54% 37%
Refrigerator or Ice-Maker 45% 30
Balcony to Bedroom 41% 29%
Coffee Table and Easv Chairs 19% 19%
Notes the total samplesof Asian Visitors and Non-Asian Visitors
were 270 and 330 respectively.
Sources The Far East Research Organisation Survevs_ 1964
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TABLE •3c`3
FACILITIES PROVIDED BY HOTELS IN HONG KONG 1973
Location Total Bath, ,1Laun. Baby Night Swim Shop Conf Sec. Banq.Res.Name of Hotel map ref# rooms Air. Tel. Pow.Ser Razor''Iron sit TV. Refr. Rest. Bar Cafe club Sauna pool arc. fac. fac Tran. room doc. Telex
High tariff:-
Furama 1 E3 584 4 4
Mandarin 1 D4 587 3 4
Hilton 1 E3 798 3 2
Excelsior 2 J 1003 3 2
Lee Garden 2 J4 827 4
Peninsula 3 B5 34 3
Hong Kong 3 B5 790 2 2
Hyatt 3 B4 788 2 3
Ambassador 3 ES 320 2 3
Miramar 3 C3 666 5 3
Empress 3 C4 189
Park S C4 450 2 3
Repulse Bay B D9 32
Carlton A 186 48 Free
Medium tariff:-.
2 3G 170Sin pore
Carvaelle 2 13 93
Luk Kwok H22 102 4
Cathy 2 K2 142
Sunning 2 J3 63
Harbour 2 H2 180 2
Merlin B4 13
Imperial 3 C4 180 2 2 Free
Astor 3 C3 151 Free
Grand 3 200C3 22 Free
V. I. P. 3 C4 30 Sm
Palace 3 C3 62 2 Free
International 3 C3 1 91 Free
84August Moon 3 C3 Sm
3 B2Shamrock 157 Sm
C1 RnFortuna Court 3 Free
BiNathan 3 122 2 Free
3 178Fortuna B1 3 Free
RiGalaxie 3 30 Free
Fu7 i 3 C3 61 Sm Sm Free
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TABLE 3.3 (continued)
Location Total Bath, Laun.Baby Night Swim Shop Conf Sec. Banq.Res.
Name of Hotel map ref# rooms Air_Tel_Pow_SeT Razor Iron sit TV. Refr. Rest. Bar Cafe Club Sauna pool arc. fac. fac Tran room doc. Telex
Malaysia 4 41C8 Free
Sun Ya 4 170C8 Free
First 5 G9 50 Free
Pearl Island A C3 34 2
Shatin Height 26A D3 Free
Kings 4 C6 75 Free
Golden Gate 3 C3 82 Free
R1Royal 3 9 Free
Rose Garden A C3 46 2 Free
Hostel Guest
Houses:-
3Chungking C4 93 Free
International
1003 C4 Free(t Hnncp.
Midoriso Tourist
263 C4'House
Sm48D4 SmY. W. C. A. (HK) 1
Sm cmE4 167 SmY. W. C. A. (Kln) 4
R5 104 SmY. M. C. A. (HK) 3 3
14 184C7Y. M. C. A. (Kln),
International
Free233 C4Green Jade
Map:- 1/ Central District, 2/ Wan Chai$ Causeway Bay, 3/ Tsimshatsui, 4/ Yaumati, 5/ Mongkok-Hung Hom, A/ New territories-Kowloon.
-tourist -local
-commerce and -local shopping-night life$ shopping.
Shopping. shopping. theatres.shopping.
Tel. =telephone Bath,Razor= Bathroom multirazorNotes:- Air.= air-conditioned Ser.= room servicePow.= power point
pointLaun Conf fac.= conference facilitiesRest.= restaurantRefr.= refrigerator= Laundry Fj ironing TV.= television
Iron
Swim ShopCafe= coffee shopBar Bar = shopping arcade Sec. fac.= secretarial facilitiesI = swimming pool arc.= in some roomSm pool
Res.Banq.= availablex = resident doctor. Baby= banquet room Sec. fac.= secretarial facilities= Baby sittingdoc.room0 on request
sit.
#see The Tourist Official Guide Book by H.K.T.A.
SOURCE: Mainly from HKTA tabulated by th author.
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are located in the most bustling areas of Hong Kong, such as Tsimshatsui,
Central District, Wan Chai and Causeway Bay, Yaumati and Mongkok. Located
in these areas are shopping centres and commercial centres, together with
a number of entertainment and recreational centres (e.g., theatres).
In short, in these areas the tourist can walk out of the hotel into shops
and entertainment centres. In addition, these areas are close to the
airport, taking less than half-an-hour to reach. It is interesting that
there are twenty-two hotels which provide a free transportation service
and that eighteen of them are medium tariff hotels.
A further look at TABLE 3.3, shows that all of the hotels, ex-
cluding hostel and guest houses, are fully air-conditioned and of modern
design. All bedrooms possess power points, room service, and bathrooms
with multi-fitting razor points. Laundry and ironing facilities and
baby sitting services are available on request. Some hotels (as in
some other places) offer rooms with a harbour view, but usually at a
higher tariff.
The high tariff hotels offer a more or less complete package of
facilities such as restaurants, bars, coffee shops, night clubs (or
discotheque) and resident doctors in addition to the up-to-standard
bedroom facilities. l .ve provide all night coffee shop service three
offer swimming pools nine have shopping arcades. Eleven provide con-
ference, secretarial and banquet facilities. Therefore, the high tariff
hotels can fully meet the needs of tourists by offering a wide range of
facilities. Moreover, seven of them were built within just the last ten
1See the phamphet Hotels In Hong Kong Hong Kong Tourist Association,
and also PTN, Pacific Hotel Directory Travel Guide, November 10, 1972
for a complete listing of all Hong Kong hotels, facilities and rates (PTN
Pacific Travel News) iwan official publication of Pacific area Travel
Association, San Francisco, California. U.S.A.).
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years, and most of them are always being decorated and re-decorated to
maintain up-to-date standards.1 In short, the high tariff hotels can be
said to be of international standard.
The medium tariff hotels all provide the basic facilities mentioned
earlier, but they provide a smaller range of entertainment facilities.
Most of them offer restaurants and bars none of them has a swimming pool,
and two of them have twenty-four hour coffee shop service. They cannot
accommodate large groups or receptions. They are neither excitingly modern
nor romantically old, and few have shopping arcades.
Obviously the medium tariff hotels are of a slightly lower standard
in terms of variety of facilities. Yet in considering the lower tariff
that the tourists pay, we find the facilities on the whole reasonable
and able to fill the needs of the less affluent tourists.
The lowest tariff group--hostels and guests houses--offer fewer
facilities and at a lower standard than the other two. Some do not even
have air-conditioning, telephones, or room service. They do not have a
nightclub, or shopping arcade. The tourists who favour these hostels
and guests houses consider low price important, therefore their ex-
pectations with regard to facilities are probably relatively low.
Tne nign tarlx* and medium tarlxr noteis are the most in demand,
representing about 87 percent of the total demand.2 Since these types
have high standards of facilities they are able to meet most of the
tourists' expectations.
1Managers of hotels like the Peninsula, Hyatt, Miramar, Carlton,
Empress, Ambassador and Park indicated that this is the case in their
hotels.
2See TABLE 10.0 in the Far East Research Organisation Probe conducted
for the Hong Kong Tourist Association in the accommodation section,
Tourist 1972."
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3.3 Services Provided By Hong Kong Hotels
According to the survey bythe Far East Research Organisation in 1972
for the Hong Kong Tourist Association, about 95 percent of tourists
regarded hotel service in Hong Kong to be as satisfactory as expected,
and 78 percent of the total tourists sample of 1,137 rated the hotel
service as good and above average. The rate index for service scored by
Hong Kong hotels is forty-four, showing that on the whole, the industry
won a relatively high rating on tourists' satisfaction with its service.
(16).
However, when compared with the rates index in 1970 and 1971, shown
in TABLE 3.4, the rate of 1971 was the lowest. This decline was partly
due to the decrease in hotel average employee per hotel room (staff-room
ratio) from 1.33 to 1.19, providing fewer hotel employees to provide
service to tourists in recent years1.
Moreover, more demands are placed on hotel service by the young
travellers in the under thirty-five age bracket. This group has been
increasing in number and has attained 39 percent of the total market.
They are, in general, more demanding, critical, and price conscious (16).
Thus we may expect that a high standard of hotel services will be im-
portant in the coming years.
One approach for interpreting tourists' satisfaction with hotel
services is a rating by value for the money for hotel services( 9). In
the survey, the tourists were asked to rate hotel service in terms of
value for money into five categories namely much above average", "above
"average," "average", "below average", and "much below average," Scores
were assigned to each item such as +2, +1, 0, -1, -2 respectively.
1See the employee per room ratio over t ee.'years in Chapter 5, TABLE 5.1.
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TABLE 3.4
.COMPARISON OF TOURISTS' SATISFACTION BATING ON HOTEL SERVICE, 1970-1972
Hotel Group 197219711970
+61 +50+60High Tariff Hotels
+34 +35+41Medium Tariff Hotels
+35+34+25Hostels and Guest Houses
+44+52+53All Groups:
Rating Index: Maximum Marks = +100 (as much above average)




COMPARISON OF TOURISTS' RATING ON VALUE FOR MONEY FOR HOTEL SERVICE, 1970-1972
1971Hotel Group 1970 1972
+32 +24High Tariff Hotels +9
Medium Tariff Hotels +29 +10 +11
+15 +19Hostels and Guest Houses +12
+19All Groups +29 +10
Rating Index: Maximum Marks= +100 (as much above average)
Minimum Marks= -100 (as much below average)
Source: H.K.T.A.
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The comparison of value for money rating between 1970-1972 is shown
in TABLE 3.5. The overall decline in this rating index is partly due to
a relatively big increase in hotel tariff without a corresponding improve-
ment in hotel service (16).
.3.11 Convention Facilities
By again referring to TABIE 3.3, we see that over thirteen hotels are
able to provide convention, banquet and secretarial facilities. Hong Kong's
City Hall Cultural Centre, of course, has the greatest convention facilities
--accommodating up to 2,000. However, some hotels have good meeting
facilities for sizeable groups ranging from 200 to 1,200: Fortuna, Excelsior,
Farama, Hong Kong Hilton, Lee Gardens, Mandarin, Hong Kong Hotel, Hyatt Regency
Hong Kong, Miramar, and Penhsala (27). These hotels provide equipment
such as microphones, public address systems, portable stages, blackboards,
freight-elevators, in-house carpenters, plumbers and electricians, movies
and slide projectors, lecterns, visual-aids, pianos, radios, outlets, recorders
screens, spotlights and T.V. Outlets. In 1975 the World Trade Centre, one
of Asia's largest and best equipped convention centres (linked to the
Excelsior Hotel), is due to open. This 40-storey center will contain
offices, showrooms, exhibition areas, and conference and convention
facilities for some 2,000 persons. The convention hall will possess a seating
capacity up to 2,500, and the banquet hall will be able to accommodate:up to
1,000 dinner guests. Audio-visual coneminications and multi-lingual
simultaneous translation services will be provided. Convention floor space
will be divisible into soundproof rooms accommodating from 50 to 3,000 persons.
Other facilities will include a pool, coffee shop and parking area.
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At present the H.K.T.A. has a new U.S.$300,000.00 budget for convention
promotion (24), thus Hong Kong is expecting great things when its versatile
World Trade Centre ovens.
Peter Nicholson, Far East regional director of Singapore-based
Convention Organisers (a subsidiary of Asia's Tour Holdings International)
admitted that European convention business in South East Asia is
potentially very good and pointed out that most American conventions
would choose Japan or Hong Kong over Singapore ...because it's just
that much farther in their eyes "(24).
Moreover, it was reported in the supplement,,American Fortnight (32),
the expanding conference and convention facilities offered by Hong Kong and
the announcement to begin trans-Pacific Charter operations are the most
Significant factors affecting the Hong Kong tourist industry's precipitation
into the development- of group travel, convention travel and incentive
travel in the American market.
In fact, American businesses have a preference for holding important
conferences overseas, and the many different attractions of Hong Kong,
together with its growing impressive list of convention amenties and
first-class tourist facilities, make it an obvious choice to become the
top convention site in Asia. This is especially true now since the
revaluation of the Japanese yen places Amerka3at a financial disadvantage
in Tokyo, the only other Asian city with comparable convention facilities.l
In short, facility.-vise and situation-wise..Hong Kong will become Asia's centre.
m is view was shared by most of the managers interviewed.
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In fact, the biggest convention ever to be held in Hong Kong will take
place in September 1975, when 3,000 delegates will arrive to participate in
the convention of the World Council of Young Men's Service Clubs (31).
More conventions of similar scale will be expected in the coming years.
3.5 Resort Hotels (18)
The H.H.T.A. has been dedicating itself a great deal in the past
ten years promoting Hong Hong as a holiday resort. Not much has been done
in resort development except for a few feasibility studies in the early
1960 s-. Only recently are there genuine signs of making headway on the
project.
The ultimate purpose of resort development is to draw on the natural
resources of our beautiful countryside and wonderful beaches to provide
tourists with more places to go, thus encouraging them to stay longer and
generate more spending. Resort areas will also attract another type of
tourist who is especially interested in such facilities and increase
Hong Kong's capacity to keep up with the growing keen competition in
tourism. If tourists prolong their stay in Hong Kong by only two days,
this would mean at least another HK$620,000,000...:a year to the industry (24).
The Hong Kong Government has commissioned a firm of consultants
to study the whole problem of conservation and recreation in some of the
unspoilt areas of Hong Kong. This study includes resort resort development.
The areas to be surveyed are Lan tau Island, the Sai Kung Penisula, Ma Wan
Island, and Middle Island. The following are the hotel projects either
in the planning stage or actually under construction on the aforementioned
areas,
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(1) On the northeastern coast of Lantau lslandan international
class resort hotel and an apartment hotel (some 2,200 holiday homes
for rental or purchase.),are planned:together with other resort facilities.
(2) Also on Lantau Island close to Silvermine Bay, land has been
granted to a private developer to set up an economy class hotel with
about forty rooms.
(3) Two more hotel projects are planned on Cheung Chau Island-
one 7-storey,. 60 room-hotel at Tung Wan, and the other at Pak Tso Wan.
(k) On the Ma Wan Island seven acres of land close to beaches
on the eastern side have been set aside for hotels and for other commercial
and residential buildings.
(5) On the Sai Kung Peniula a small hotel project is underway
at Sai Sa Wan beach.
In the next five years or soy these resort hotel projects together
with other development plans will more or less be realized.
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4.0 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE HOTEL
INDUSTRY IN HONG KONG
We shall outline briefly the development of the hotel industry
in Hong Kong over the past twenty years, with emphasis on its recent
development. To depict the situation in the early 1950s and 1960s,
we have to rely heavily on secondary sources of data, such as Hong Kong
Government Reports. Hong Kong Yearbook, and Hong Kong Economic Ann
Re rt. Additional information was supplied by the hotel managers
interviewed.
4.1 Development Traced b Periods
We have somewhat arbitrarily divided the development of the hotel
industry in the Colony into the following periods: 1) Prior to 1957,
2) 1958-1962, 3) 1963-1967, 4) 1968-1972, 5) 1973 to present. We
have summarized the supply and demand situation of hotel rooms for
almost the entire period in the form of comparison in TABLES 4.1 and 4.2.
Prior to 1957
It was not until 1954 that tourism drew any particular attention
from the public and the Hong Kong Government. A. survey carried out
that year to determine the magnitude of the tourist traffic concluded
that the business worth of tourism to Hong Kong in 1954 was no less
than $145 million and suggested that, provided with the right
encouragement, tourism could become one of the Hong Kong's leading
industries (15). Since then hotels have grown significantly.




n1ANT)- SITUATION OF HOTEL ROOM, 1956-1973
EstimatedF.atimated AnnualW of- 'Tourist AverageN-0. Of TouristsGrowthYear Tourists OccupancyLengthRequiringRequiring
Rateof StayHotel RoomHotel Rooms
n.a.n. a.n.a.n.a•n. a.03231956






n. a.n.a.n.a.n. a.16%1963 315,665
n. a.n.a.292 56415% 73.4%%1964 398,534










Negative growth was due to civil
By estimates disturbance and other factors.BBy the average of tourists
`After Expo 70 in Japan, a decline
from various countriese
of tourists number was expected.
n.a.: not available
cn„rnAt None Kona Tourist Association compilea uy tine au-tiriur.
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TABLE 4 .2
SUPPLY SITUATION OF HOTEL ACCOMMODATION, 1957-1976
Year No. of No. of Annual Growth No. of Beds Annual Growth
Hotels Rooms of Hotel Rooms Available of Hotel Beds
1957 19 n.a. n.a.1,489 n.a.
1958 1,95225 23.7% n.a. n.a.
281959 2,238 14.65% n.a. n.a,
1960 2,975 n.a. n.a.31 33.82
1961 15.53 n.a. n.a.32 3,460
-3.211962 n.a.31 3,349 n.a.
1963 n.a. n.a.34 5,907 76.38
1964 6,121 n.a.n.a.33 3.6
1965 6,190 1.53 n.a. n.a.34
-1.61966 6,089 11,031 n.a.33
1967 6,752 10.9% 11,80630 No
1968 6,890 2% 11,91533 0.9%
1969 10.9%39 7,643 13,642 14.5%
1970 8,571 12.1%53 15,396 12.9%
1971 16,0915 9,04 5.6% 4.4




1975 58 14,383 9.9%
601976 15,123 5.2%
Source: Hong Kong Tourist Association complied by the author.
Note: n.a.-denotes not available.
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1. to endeavour to increase the number of tourists to
Hong Kong
2, to promote the improvement of the facilities for them
3. to secure overseas publicity to attract tourists
4. to further develop Hong Kong as a holiday resort
As of 1957 there was still a shortage in hotel accommodation.
A gradual improvement came with the opening of an extension of one
of the major hotels to provide 80 extra units of accommodation, the
remodeling of another leading hotel, and the completion of a number of
small first-class hotels (less than 100 rooms)(15).
1958-1962
Hotel development was becoming quite vigorous. In 1958 seven
hotels were completed and two extended, providing an additional 829
rooms for visitors. Thus the shortage of hotel rooms was met considerably,
but there was still a deficiency in first-class rooms-in 1959 while 2,238
hotel rooms were available for tourists, only a relatively small number of
these could be classified as first-class hotel rooms (15).
In 1960 first class hotel accommodations were insufficient to
meet the annual increase of tourists. Although several new hotels were being
built, and others were planned, it would be some time before the shortage
was overcome. An increase in overseas airline passengers at that time
created a further demand fer more and better hotel rooms.
In 1961 there was a very unexpected increase in the number of Hong
Kong tourists. The majority were American, with many South East
Asians, Philippinos and others (15). In that year several new first-e1ags
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hotels were opened and temporarily relieved the urgent demand for hotel
rooms.
In 1962 the Hong Kong Hotel Association was set up with the help of
the Hong Kong Tourist Association to promote the welfare of hotels in
Hong Kong by joint effort.
1963-1967
This period was an expansion stage1 In 1963 hotel accommodation
almost doubled that of the preceeding year. Many newly erected hotels
were suitable for international conferences or conventions, particularly
the Hong Kong Hilton, the Mandarin, the President (the present Hyatt.
The Hong Kong Government Annual Report states that the building,
modification, and extensions of hotels in Hong Kong in the Preceding
six years were excellent examples of the initiative of private enterprise.
The increase in hotel accommodation and the improvement-An its quality
contributed a great deal toward attracting tourists (15).
By 1964 most of the leading hotels had developed shopping arcades
in or adjacent to their buildings. In 1965 a relatively minor increase
of 12.1 per cent in the number of tourists, compared to that in 1964
of 23.3 per cent was attributed to the great disparty between Trans.
Atlantic and Trans-Pacific air fares. Many improvements were being made
in hotel rooms, but in the following year the figures showed a drop of
1.6 per cent in the number of rooms over the previous year, due to
demolition prior to reconstruction.
1See Tables 4.1 and 4.2 the growth in the number of hotel rooms
over this 5-year period.
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In 1966 the number of tourists increased by 13 per cent, although
Hong Kong experienced a series of setbacks and slowdowns---a civil disturbance
in Kowloon Penisula (that caused prompt cancellations by prospective
visitors) and prolonged June rainstorms. Also there were unfavorable
factors such as a series of air disasters in Japan, British shipping
strike, prolonged strike of airline personnel in U.S. and Australia.
In addition, there was also a severe credit squeeze and current restrictions
for foreign travel imposed by the British Government (15). These setbacks,
in general, luckily did not disturb the Hong Kong tourist industry for long.
In addition, the H.K.T.A. felt that there had been a change in the
pattern of tourism during the year, with an- increase in...tourists from
Japan, a decrease in the length of stay, and a decrease in the spending power
of the average tourist. They stressed that if tourist growth were to.be:as
great as projected,'there would be a need for more accommodation in the
next two or three years during the tourist season, especially in the
first and second class range of hotel rooms.
The demand for hotel rooms is shown by the ratios (29) of tourists
to hotel rooms in major Pacific countries in 1966 (TABLE 4.3). Hong Kong
ranked second to Singapore in exhibiting the lowest ratio of hotel rooms
to tourists. Relatively speaking, Hong Kong was faced with serious hotel
room shortages.
1967 was a relatively poor year in the in-coming tourists' figure,
due to the effects of civil disturbance. The increase in tourists was on13
4.28 per cent. However, in terms of hotel construction, a new wing of the




COMPARISON OF TOURISTS TO HOTEL ROOM'
AVAILABILITY IN MAJOR PACIFIC COUNTRIES, 1966
Tourists toHotel RoomsVisitors TrafficCountry
Hotel RoomsAvailable








.s.7• 1191, 000 22,000Australia
Source: Singapore Tourist. Promotion Board
Tourist Association of the Respective Countries.
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1968-1972
The hotel industry showed a remarkable growth in revenue and
enjoyed a very high occupancy rate with a range of 78 per cent to 90
per cent. This was mainly due to the demand brought about by the influx
of tourists to Hong Kong. Since the completion of new hanger in the
airport to meet the Boeing 747 age, travel became more rapid and frequent
(15). There was a continuous demand for hotel rooms with the number of
tourists increasing at an average annual rate of 16 per cent. The demand
was met considerably by an increase in hotel rooms-about 60 per cent over
1967.
In 1968 a new pattern emerged: more tourists were brave i iing uy
air and travelling in groups. There was only a 2 per cent increase in
hotel rooms and thus the occupancy rate attained 77.8 per cent (21),
which was relatively higher than in the major Pacific countries. In
October°,(the peak month) 1968,many tourists could not find hotel rooms as
expected. The number of tourists reached 58,000. Moreover, hotels enjoyed
an occupancy rate of 97 per cent, the highest record in fourteen years (16).
In 1969 due to-- a high increase: in the number of tourists, there was
some difficulty in finding sufficient hotel rooms at certain periods of
the year. During the year, a major hotel (Hong Kong Hotel with 800 rooms
was added (15).
In 1970 the problem was more acute. Despite 8,000 being available,
the occupancy rate achieved 90.3 per cent, a figure which showed that the
tourists did not have much choice in selecting their hotels (16). A
projection for the next ten years, by the H.K.T.A.,indicated that an
average of 1,100 new rooms a year would be required. Many of these
would be in the economical category.
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In 1971, a continuing shortage of non-luxurious hotels at economy
rates was experienced, due to ja rapid increase of young travellers-under
thirty-five--with less money to spend on deluxe hotels and on goods.
However, Hong Kong still more or less lacks this kind of medium-priced
accommodation.
In 1972 three hotels with a total of 2,000 rooms were opened on
Hong Kong Island. They are all situated close to the island entrance to
the cross-harbour tunnel. Three were designed primarily for group travel:
Lee Gardens. Harbour Hotel and Excelsior Hotel.
So tar, we nave shown a generai picture oz T,ne pasti uemanu auu
supply of hotel rooms. It is found that hotel sector has been growing
relatively fast in response to the growth of tourist industry. In the
next section we shall see the recent developments in details.
4.2 Analysis of Supply and Demand
4.21 Recent Supply Situation
In the period between 1968 and 1972 there were over twelve hotels
completed, and many of these already have added extensions. The overall
yearly figures for hotels in.Hong Kong as registered with the H.K.T.A. do
not show this-growth very dramatically because of the demolition of certain
hotels at the same-*:time as the construction of new ones. In 1970 over
twenty-four new hotels and extensions were either under construction or
in the planning stage.
In 1973 one major hotel and one smaller hotel opened, adding 686 new
hotel rooms. However, four hotels with 183 rooms ceased to operate. Hence
the total number of rooms at the end of 1973 was 11,316, with an increase
rate of 3 per cent for that year, (TABLE 4.4).
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TABLE 4.
CHANGES OF HOTEL ACCOMTNIODATION IN HUNG 1 W J N y (u I y I)
Hotels CeasedHotels Opened

























11, 408-26November Furama Hotel
1,316
-92December Alba Hotel (closed)
Note: See APPENDIX D for detailed supply situation in Hong Kong
1974-1976.
Source: Hong Kona Tourist Association.
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Number of Rooms
Since 1958 there has been an increase of 9,364 in the number of
hotel rooms. Within the period 1968-1973 alone there had been a net increase
of 4,426 rooms. In 1973 there were 7,451 high-tariff rooms, 3,193 medium-
tariff rooms, and 672" low tariff rooms (hostel and guest house type)o
Number of Beds
The number of beds increased of course as the number of rooms did
each year. However, it is interesting to note that there was a trend
toward a high ratio of bed per room. In 1966 the ratio was 1.6 and in 1973
the ratio was 1.84. In 1973 the number of beds was 20.821, a figure almost
double that of 1966.
Location of the Hotels
At present there are forty-seven hotels located on Kowloon Peninsula
and only seven on Hong Kong Island. The completion of the Cross-Harbour
Tunnel improved. the hotel situation on the Hong Kong side. Ten hotels
have been built close to the harbour. Their locations were chosen as much
for convenience to shopping and business activities as good views of the
harbour. 9 of these,with a total of about5,000 roomsoffer 2,800 (24) rooms
with a harbour view.
4.22 Recent Demand Situation
Number of Tourists
The total number of tourists to Hong Kong has been increasing annually
at 17.32 per cent. The number of tourists in 1973, over 1.29 million, was
a figure double that of 1968, and twelve times that of 1958. The average
annual growth rate of tourists was 16.4 per cent in the last six years,
compared to 12.5 per cent in the previous six years. The influx of Japanese
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tourists continued to dominate the tourist market, and during the yeas
they numbered 476,091 or 36.8 per cent of all tourists. This trend if
expected to persist for a number of years.
For the first time, Southeast Asian zouristis over-uuuit .tUueric:eu
tourists, probably due to the growing affluence within Southeast Asia.
However, more American tourists came to Hong Kong than previously,
increasing by 8.3 per cent over 1972. This reversed the downward trend
of the previous two years. Western Europe and Australasia ranked fourth
among in-coming tourists with increased growth ratio 18.8 per cent over
previous years.
Budget Tourists (15)
The trend towards younger tourists continued, and in 1973 tourists
under age 35 comprised 38 per cent of the total, an increase of 26 per
cent over 1972. They have less money to spend, more things they want
to do, and they are more demanding than their older counterparts.
Although there was demand for the non-luxurious type of hotel rooms by
these budget tourists, hotel developers and investors seem disinterested
in such a demand probably due to the rising costs of operation and
lower profit in this sector.
Reasons for Travel
Of the tourists, vacation and business traffic attained larger
market shares: those who came for vacation or business purposes out-
numbered those who came for visiting friends or relatives, reflecting
the growing significance of Hong Kong as a holiday destination and as
a business and financial centre.
Percentage of Tourists Needing Hotel Accommodation
The average annual percentage of tourists needing hotel accommodation
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(i.e., those who would not be lodged privately),was 87.6 per cent from
1968 to 1973 (89 per cent in 1973), as opposed to 77.3 per cent from
1963-1968. We see that there has been an increase in the percentage
of tourists who desire hotel rooms, as business and vacation travel
increased as compared to those visiting friends. Moreover, the trend
of less and-less space available in homes for visiting relatives' stay,
will continue due to overcrowding in domestic houses.
Average Len tti 01 b'Cay
In the early 1960s the average length of a tourist's stay was
five nights (11). The trend towards staying for a shorter period began
in 1966 and continued until: 1973. In 1973 the average length of stay
was 3.5 nights,--a slight up-turn.
1We-cently the H.K.T.A. and the hotel groups have made an extort
to promote tourists to stay longer. The effort include organising sight-
seeing tour-guides on What to Do in Hong Kong and promoting Hong Kong
as a convention centre as well as a resort destination.
Average Number of Persons Sharing A Room
The increase in the average number of persons sharing a room in
recent years is due primarily to two things: 1)group travel increased
to 34 per cent of the number of tourists in 1972 against 21 per cent in
1971, and 4.2)hotels were unable to accommodate an exceptional large
volume of tourists during the peak months, causing tourists to share rooms
(15)•
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4_1 Proieetion of Fture Supply and Demand
A projection of the supply and demana sizuazzon of notiei Kuvmm
from 1973 to 1980. A period of seven years is chosen as it is under-
stood that any longer space of time would make the projection highly
unreliable (25). This is because the tourist traffic exhibits a rather
unpredictable pattern, as shown in the earlier chapter, since'it:'.is
very sensitive to political factors and economic conditions of guest
countries. Apart from these uncontrollable factors which affect tourist.:
inflow by a wide margin, there have also been inconsistent rates of
tourist inflow during years when there were no disturbances.
Tvne of demand for Hotel Accommodation
In projecting the demand for hotel accommodation, we divide the
demand into two types, namely the demand for hotel rooms by tourists
(tourists' demand), and the demand for hotel rooms by service travellers,
aircrews, and local residents (resident demand) (16)
4.31 Method of Projection
The demand for hotel rooms oy Zourlstis its u 4uuc bluu vi. Uui G,
main variables, namely:
1 the number of tourists who require hotel accommodation,
2) their average length of stay, and
3) how they share rooms
We derive the=formula for the computation of demand for hotel
rooms with the following assumptions:
1) The larger the number of tourists who require notei accommoaation,
the greater is the number of rooms required.
2) The larger the average number of tourists sharing the hotel room,
the less is. the demand for hotel rooms
3) The number of nights in a year is 365.
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4) An increase of one night spent by a tourist in Hong Kong will cause
an increase in demand for hotel rooms in Hong Kong and conversely
a decrease of one night will cause a decrease.
Then the formula is:
Tourists' Demand For Hotel Rooms Per Night:
Estimated tourists who demand for hotel rooms x length of stay
Average number of persons sharing a hotel room x 365
Total Demand= Tourist Demand+ Residual Demand (resident demand) (16)
Other formula.. employed here is.,.:
Average Annual 0ccuDancv Rate: total demand for hotel rooms in a year
Total supply of Hotel rooms in a year
Projection Scope
Percentage of Tourists Demand in the Total Demand For Hotel Rooms
Demand for hotel room at night by tourists (15) was found to be 82
per cent of the demand in 1973. Eighteen per cent were left to the residua:
demand. We assume that this would be fairly constant for the future,
though there would be a trend towards higher percentage of the tourist
demand over the residual demand.
Forecast of the Number of Tourists Coming to Hong Kong-
As a first step towards projecting, we have to project the expected
tourist inflow from 1973 to 1980. Assuming the trend is linear, we then
employ the teachnique of Least Squares(32) in our projection (TABLE 4.5).
The computation is shown in APPENDIX E. In comparison with the forecast
results by the Boeing Company (21), and by the H.K.T.A. in the early
1970o.our projection showsa similar result.
However, when we compare our forecast with that of the H.K.T.A.
shown in its 1972's Annual Reports, our projection tends to be less optimistic
(TABLE ,406)0 Moreover, thisT becomes.. obvious. when we compare the average
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TABLE 4.5
PROJECTED NUMBERS OF TOURISTS BETWEEN 1974-1980









COMPARISON OF PROJECTED GROWTH RATES 0.k' `1'UUEJ.S'1'S
WITH THOSE BY THE H.K.T.A., 1973-1980
Pro i ected Growth Rate









annual growth rates of tourists in the past with our projecteu average
annual growth rates when we extend the average of annual increase over
five and ten years, we get an average of 16.3 per cent for the past
5-year average, 14.3 per cent for the past 10-year average whereas we
get the projected 5-year average growth rate of 8.2 per cent.l Jirther-
more, most of the hotel managers interviewed, basing on their knowledge
and experience, estimated that the future growth rate would be between
12 per cent to 15 per cent with lower figures for the more distant future.
Therefore we adopted two levels of projection`: pessimistic and
Dptimistic, as did the Singapore Tourism Promotion Board. Pessimistic
would include adverse factors, such as the oil crisis, keen competition
from neighbouring countries, economic recessions in many countries, etc.
Optimistic would include the increase in travel industry from the-increase
in world population, the popularity of travel advances in air travel and
in the rapid industrialisation of many developing countries in the world
(25), the efforts of the H.K.T.A. etc.
This 5-year average growth rate of 8.2 per cent is obtained from
the result of our projection with the use of Least Square Method between
17 and 1978.
LThe estimated growth rates for these two levels of projection
are shown in the Notes of Projection in this Chapter the growth rates
in our pessimistic level projection would be those computed by Least
Square Technique whereas the growth rate in our optimistic level of
projection would be, though taking relevant factors into account,
mainly based on the estimates given by the managers interviewed.
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In 1973 the demand for various types of hotels is reflected in the
hotel occupancy rates. It is 77 per cent for high tariff hotels, 78 per
cent for medium tariff hotels'. and 71 per cent for hostel and guest type
hotels. We see that the demand for each type as shown by occupancy rates
is more or less the same. Thus we assume that there is no difference in
demand for each type in our projection.
Average Number of Tourists Sharing ARoom
In 1973 the average tourists snaring a room was 1.66. we assume
that this figure will remain fairly constant within the years of projection.
Average Length of Stay
Since in 1973 the average length of stay was 3.5 nights, with a slight
up-turn, it is reasonable to assume that the average length of stay would
be approximately 3.6 nights.
Tourists Requiring Hotel Accommodation
We shall take 1973's figure, 89 per cent as the percentage of tourists'
demand for hotel rooms as a reasonable figure for our projection.
Supply of Hotel Rooms
The number of hotel rooms supplied in the next seven years is that estimated
by the H.K.T.A. The number includes the present number of rooms plus those
approved by the Government are currently under construction, and are
assumed to be completed in the number of years of our projections1
The projection of demand for hotel rooms is shown in TABIE 4.7
the projection of room supply situation is shown in Table 4.8 (see
Notes of Projection for the computation of each column).
We assumed that after 1977 were wtt.l oe no more supply oi. new:.:uotiel
rooms, due to the downwttrd trend towards hotel occupancy rate arid.' the upward
trendtof high construction costs.
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TART.F. 4. 7
PROJECTION OF DEMAND'* HOTEL ROOMS, 1974-1980
wmu Am auv.p a. TFNC'TTN .grty= 1-6 NIGHTS
6), 5) (s (9)( ? )(4)(3)(2Colwmz: (1 Total Demand of Hotel Rooms at uccupancy Kare.No ofEstimatedForecastedYear
Hotel RoomsTouristsNo. of
Demanded byRequiringTourists

















22,02720,55919.27415,419 17,1322,127 12,6441978 2,391
24,42922,80021,37519,00014,022 17,1002,3621979 2,654
27.01725,21623,64021.0121980 2,610 15,507 18,9122,933
Note: See the notes of computation for details.* At average length of stay 3.6 nights.
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TABLE 4.8
PROJECTED SUPPLY SITUATION OF HOTEL ROOMS, 1974-1980
AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY= 3.6 NIGHT'S




5392,108 1 ,376393274f 30367% 13 Q961974
1.619263.747 7074,81014,38367%1975
3202,1703 .610 1, 3074.76115,12369%1976
1,7392.8016.521 3,7325,28217,68063%1977
6112,745 1 ,74917,680 4,4055,73268%1978
6871,749 5273.51917.680 4,9351979 72%
1,6572.640 760 36717,6801 980 4,14477%
Optimistic Level:
1.1202,450 58933213.086 3,5131974 73%
2981,1302,644 70814,383197` 73% 3,819
2,0511,769 90415,123 983,1031976 79%
2,0797612.31217.680 3,8491977 39178%
2,8791,5942,261 4,54717.680 5481978 86%
1.320 3, 69517.680 6, 7495801979 5,12097%
7.5361,23217,680 9,3391980 107% 5,9603,332
When the tourist's average length of stay= 3.6 nights.
+Denotes excess of hotel rooms.
-Denotes shortage of hotel rooms.
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4.32 Notes on Projection
Actual number of tourists from the H.K.T.A. statistic between
1968 and 1973 used as a base for projecting tourist traffic.
2) The number of hotel rooms supplied per year, according to the
H K T A.., is used.
For TABLE 4.7
Column 1: Year
Column 2: Projection of tourists traffic 1974-1980 using 1973
as a base year. Growth Rate of Tourists 1974-1980.








Note: See Appendix E for computation
Coltmm 3: (2) x 89% assuming that 89% of tourists stay in hotels
as explained in the text.
Column 4: (3) x 3.6+ 365+ 1.66 as explained in the text.
Column 5: (4)-+ 82% assuming tourists demand is 82% of the total
demand on hotel rooms as explained in the text.
Column 6: (5)+ 90* giving demand on hotel rooms at 90,% occupancy rate.
80%Column 7: (5) -t- 80
75%Column 8: (5) 75%
70%Column 9: (5)-* 70%
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III. For TABLE 4.8
Column 1: Year
Total DemandColumn 2: Estimated occupancy rate a
Total Supply
Column 3: No. of hotel rooms supplied
Column 4: Excess of hotel rooms at 100% occupancy rate (o.r.)
Column 5: Excess of hotel rooms at 90% or.
Column 6: Excess of hotel rooms at 80% o.r.
Column 7: Excess of hotel rooms at 75% o.r.
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433 Interpretation of the Projection
For the past five years o the average annum uccupraucy 1 a••
over 80 per cent. Thus for purposes of our projection we assume that
hotels in Hong Kong will tend to achieve at least an annual occupancy
rate of 80 per cent the years under projection.
If our view is pessimistic, we find that there will be an over-
supply of rooms in the next seven years. The worst year would be 1977,
with an excess of 3,700 hotel rooms at the 80 per cent occupancy rate.
In case we hold an optimistic view, we iina Znaz tinere will uuly
be 300 rooms in excess in 1977 with an occupancy rate of 80 per cent
though there still will be 1,000 excess rooms in 1974 and 1975 at 80
per cent annual occupancy rate. However, since we have assumed that
there will be no increase in the number of hotel rooms after 1977,
a shortage of hotel rooms will then range from 1,500 to about 6,000
at the 80 per cent occupancy rate in the three years after 1977.
If no more new.hotel rooms are made available in that period,
the annual occupancy rate will rise to 90 per cent in order to find an
equilibrium position.
Generally speaking, whether there will be oversupply or unaer
supply will depend largely on the number of visitors in the coming
years as well as on the length of stay. If the market follows either
of our projected trends, Hong Kong will experience a relative oversupply
of rooms in the next three yearsq
In view of this, Hong Kong should increase its efforts
in lengthening visitors' stays.
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The effect of lengthening visitors' stay by an extra night can
be seen in TABLE 4.9 and 4.10 a similar computation was shown in TABLE
4.7 and 4.8, except the average length of stay was 4.6 nights instead
of 3.6 nights. The comparison between the projected annual occupancy
rates derived from the average length of stay of 3.6 nights and 4.6 nights
i a in TABLE 4.11.
A change in average length of stay from 3.6 to 4.6 nights would
bring about an.average increase of 27.8 per cent in the occupancy
rate. Perhaps such an increase is tot, optimistic. Nevertheless,, if
Hong Kong could bring the visitor's average length of stay up to
4 nights, then, at least it would raise the annual occupancy rate by
7 to 8 per cent.
4.34 SuDDl and Demand of Various 1ies_ ofHotel Rooms
So far we have shown that in the next four years there will be
an oversupply of rooms, assuming that the hotels in Hong Kong could
maintain the 80 per cent annual occupancy rate. We have not however
shown which type of hotel rooms are demanded more by tourists. In
answering such a question, we would examine the net growth of various
categories of hotel rooms in Hong Kong over four years.
From 1970 to 1973, high tariff hotel rooms scorea a growcn raze
of 5303 per cent, a figure even higher than the average growth rate,
32 per cent for all types of hotel rooms. This has been shown in
TABLE 41.12.
The medium tariff hotel rooms gained a growth rate of 8.1 per cent
within the same span of time. The hostel and guest house type decreased
at a rate 8.4 per cent in the same period.
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TABLE .4.9
PROJECTION OF DEMAND OF HOTEL ROOMS, Iy (4 t ytsu
WITH AN AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY= 4.6 NIGHTS








17,47416,30915.29013959112.23210, 0301,3211975 1.48 5
18,91417,65316,55014,71113.24010,8571976 1 ,4341, 608
20,37019,01217,82414,259 1 598431.5401,730 11 ,6921 977
21, 81019.08416,96315, 267 20, 35612,5191 9 64918531978






22,42020,92519,61817,43815,6941991r 12,8691976 1 9695
25,24923,56522,09319,63817,6741.909 1494931977 2 .145
28,39026,49724,84122,08119,8732,127 16.2961978 2, 391
27,33524.29817,932 21, 8682,362 31,2402,6541979 29,1 57
26, 85019,815 24.1652,610 30,206 34,5211980 2,933 32,220
Assuming an average length of stay= 4.6 nights.
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TABLE 4 .10
PROJECTED SUPPLY SITUATION OF HOTEL ROOMS, 1974-1980 :WITH AN AV ttAt*





1,2121,8658696 2 f 34410861974 W 1 ,g7.
1,9262.15114,3831975 85 792 3,091907
1,427 2,5361,8831976 15,12388 412 3,791
19837 2,69017,680 2180% 1, 3321 441 977
2,6762,4131978 17,680879 717 1, 4O 4,130
17.680 2,676 4.0331,395 5,5841 979 92% 414
1980 17,680 1,537 7.0275.38097% 421 59959
Optimistic Level:
7 pP7,13.086 85 2,20485494%1 974 4,38
1975 14,383 4f 23r, 5.56397/ 421 792 3,070
1976 104% 15,123 5, 802571 4,495 7,297390
112% 17,680 61 977 1 f 9 58 7,5695,8854,413
1978 112% 17.68C 2,19-2 10,7108.8177,1614,381
123% 17,680 13,56011.4776,6181 979 4,188 9,655
198C 136% 17,680 648 149540 16, 8419,170 12, 526
At an average length of stay= 4.6 nights,
-Denotes an excess of hotel rooms
Denotes a shortage of hotel rooms






COMPARISON DETWEEN THE PROJEOTED ANNUAL OCCUPANCY RATES. PESSIMISTIC
T.LEVEL VS. ORTIMISTIC LEVEL AT TWO DIFFERENT AVERAGE LENGTHS OF STAY
The Projected Annual occupancy na-ces
Optimistic LevelPessimistic LevelYear
at- A. L. S.at A. L. S.at A.L.S.at A.L.S.
=4.6 nights=3.6 nights








Note: A.L.S. stands r or Average Lengtin w. o bay.
TABLE 4.12
CHANGES IN VARIOUS TYPES OF HOTEL ROOMS 1970-1973
.1.970 197319721971
%of I go. of VoOf growthO of No. ofof No. ofNo. ofTypes of
Rnnm-, Total Rooms Total overTotal_ Rooms TotalRoomsHotels
Rooms 4 :vrs.RoomsRoomsRooms
High `tariff (54) 6,786 (63) 7,451 (65) 5 3%(57) 4,8754,88.`
Hotels
8%(36) =3, 261 3o) 3,193 (29)Medium tariff 2,952 (33) 3 9242
Hotels
-8%572 (6)(10) 735 (7)(9) 930Hostels and 734
Guest Houses
11,3.6 52%10.7829,047Total: 8, 571
Source: H.K. T.A. compilea oy -cue au tiiv.L.
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Looking at the occupancy rates in terms of breakdown by type of
hotel rooms and by month (TABLE 4.13) shows that in 1973 the hostel and
guest house type dropped from 77 to 71 per cent, a decrease of 6 percentage points
compared to 1972. A drop in occupancy rate together with a decrease in
the number of hotel rooms in this category would seem to indicate that
visitors prefer this type less.
In 1972 the high tariff hotel rooms had an increased annual demand
of 24 per cent over the previous two years, whereas the medium tariff
decreased by 5 per cent within the same period. In 1973, the former
increased by 3 per cent whereas the latter decreased by 1 per cent. The
comparison is shown in TABLE 4.14.
There should be a persistent demand for high tariff hotel rooms in
the next few years. The downward trend of demand for medium tariff
hotels and hostels and guest houses is firstly due to their incapability
of accommodating travellers in group because of their smaller size;
secondly due to their less desirable locations---a factor quite important
to tourists thirdly tourists generally prefer to'share rooms in high
tariff hotel than to occupy a single room in the other two types, because
of better services and standards lastly many high tariff hotels offer
discount tariff rates to group travellers and individuals.
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TABLE 4. 13
ANNUAL OCCUPANCY RATE, 1970-1973
BY TYPE OF HOTELS
1973197219711970Type of
Hotels
8284+ 77High Tariff Type: 91.6
85+ 7889.95 77Medium Tariff Type:
83+ 7186.8 77Hostels and Guest Houses:
81% 7784d90.3%Overall':
+only those from January to June in the respective year.
++completed from hotels representing 93.2% of high tariff hotels,




ANNUAL DEMAND FOR HOTEL ROOMS
RY TYPE OF HOTELS
of Growth1973of Growth19721970Type o:
in demandin demandHotels
1972-19731970-1972
24% 3%573,727High Tariff 447,466+ 556,452
Hotels
1%249,054251,097Medium 2 265,532 5%
Tariff Hotels
1.611% 47,71263,711Hotels and 56,595
Guest Houses
Note: Annual demand for hotel rooms here is computed as follows:
annual hotel room occupancy rate is multiplied by the
number of hotel rooms.
the total No:. of hotel rooms demanded in a year.
3ouree :AKTA: dom-Duted and- tabulated b_v the author.
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5.0 TOURIST EXPENDITURE, HOTEL REVENUE, HOTEL EMPLOYMENT
AND COMMUNITY BENEFIT
5.1 Significance of Tourist Expenditure
Hong Kong has lately been enjoying a huge revenue generated by
tourism. A comparison of the total tourist expenditure over seven
years shows how much tourists spend each year (TABLE 5.1). In 1972,
it was estimated that the tourists spent HK$2f271 million, a figure
double that of 1966. As stated in the H.K.T.A. Annual Report, the
revenue in 1972 almost covered Hong Kong's entire balance of trade
deficit in visible imports and exports in the same period.
Tourist expenditure increased each year at an enormous rate
except for 1971, when it had a decline of HK$241 million or 11.5 per cent
from the previous year, due to a decrease in both the total number
of tourists and their length of stay (from 3.8 to 3.6 nights).
In the first half of 1973, the total tourist expenditure (excluding
service visitor expenditure) was estimated to be HK$1,108 million
(or US$221.6 million), an increase of HK$68 million,7.5 per cent
over the corresponding period in 1972. However the annual tourist
expenditure in 1973 was HK$2,400 million. Therefore we can expect
that the growth of tourist expenditure will continue to a lesser degree
in the near future. While Hong Kong experienced a similar trend of
sky-rocketing inflation, as other countries, it still offered lower
rates than Japan:, U.S.A., Europe, and to some extent than Singapore.1
'See Caution: Salesman At Work Asian Hotel and Tourism (The
Far East Trade Press Ltd.,September 1973). pp.30-31. A survey made
last year for the H.K.T.A. compared the average retail price of 363
popular tourists' shopping goods purchased in Hong Kong and Singapore.
Fifty-six per cent were cheaper in Hong Kong,41 per cent cheaper in
Singapore and the remaining 3 per cent about the same price. In the
article, it also stated that the price in Hong Kong was cheaper than
those in U.S.A. and Europe.
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TABLE 5.1
COMPARISON OF TOTAL TOURIST EXPENDITURE, 1966-72 (in HK$ , million)
AnnualTotalService,Touri sts.' VisitorsYear
GrowthExpend.Portion of VisitorsSpending in









(a) From Tourist Survey 1966-1972, by The Far East Researcn
Organisation for H.K.T.A.
(b) Based on a common costing factor of US%20.00 per group
tourist per day.
(c) From Tourist Survey 1966.
(d) From Hong Kong Tourist Association Estimation.
(e) From a study on U.S. Navy Personnel Visiting Hong
Kong.
Source: Hong Kong Tourist association.
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A comparison of tourist expenditure on hotels over the total
tourist expenditure is shown in TABLE 5.2. We found that the hotel
industry attained an average of 13 per cent out of this total
expenditure over the past seven years.. and was the second largest
item to shopping in tourist expenditure. The highest percentage
of the total tourist expenditure for the hotel industry was 14 per cent
in 1969, 1970.and 1971. However in 1972, there was a slight decline
in its share of the total tourist expenditure, 12.62 per cent. This
was primarily due to the decrease in an average length of stay and
the increased number of persons sharing the hotel room.l
As for expenditure on hotels in relation to the number of tourists,
(TABLB 5.3) per capita expenditure on hotels has declined after
reaching a climax in 1970. Such a decline was also reflected in the
per capita expenditure trend. In 1972 the annual per capita expenditure
on hotels dropped from HK$311 to HK$264 over the previous year.
For the first six months of 1973, the decline of per capita
spending on hotels was greater than the decline in shopping. The
former went from HK$304 to HK$227 and the latter from HK$:1,148 to HK$z436. Per
capita expenditure on meals outside hotels, entertainment and tours also
shoved a decline. The general decline in per capita expenditure was due
to the growth in the number of less affluent travellers2 and of group
tourists (40 per cent of the total) who tend to share a hotel room, and
usually pay at a discounted hotel tariff.3 This suggests that it is
1The average length of stay was 3.3 nights in 1972 as compared
to 3.6 nights in 1971, and the average number of persons sharing the
room was 1.07 in 1970 as compared to 1.47 in 1972.
2The mean monthly income was HK$4,705 in 1973 and HK$4,259 in 1972.
3Low group rates offered by many hotels. An example was Hilton
Hotel, see Asia Trade Travel,:,:Interasia Publications, January 1974. p.20o
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TABLE 5.2
COMPARISON OF TOURIST EXPENDITURE ON HOTELS WITH THE TOTAL TOURIST
EXPENDITURE IN HONG KONG, 1966-1972.
Year Total Tourist Expenditure Tourist Expenditure Growth Rate
Amount(000'S) Growth Rate on Hotels % of
Amount total( % )
(000'S)
HK$1,018.501966 HK$143 14.0%
1,087.20 1326.7 12.11967 -7%
+19,71,301.301968 172 13.2% 30.3%
1969 1.654.20 +27.1 230 13.9% 33.7%
2.090.501970 +26.4 289 13.8% 25.7%
-7%1971 1.849.50 261-11.5 14.1%
+22.82,271.001972 286 12.62% 9.58%
Source: Hong Kong Tourist Association.
TABLE 5.3
COMPARISON OF PER CAPITA TOURIST EXPENDITURE IN HONG KONG AND PER
CAPITA TOURIST EXPENDITURE ON HOTELS, IN HONG KONG, 1966-1972
Year Per Capita Per Capita Expenditure on









1973- Jan to June n.a.1,787
Tourist expenditure number of tourists in the
respective year.
Tourist expenditure on hotels number of tourists
in the respective year.
Source: Hong Kong Tourist Association computed by the
author.
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5.11 Local Residents' Expenditure on Hotels
In addition to the income from tourists, TABLE 5.4 shows the-revenue
of the hotel industry from local residents, which accounted for 33.2 per
cent of the total source (16). This would be primarily from parties,
receptions, etc.
5.2 Hotel Revenue
5.21 Hotel Revenue Distribution
In 1972, the high tariff hotels shared 78 per cent of the total
revenue Whereas the medium tariff hotel shared 19 per cent. The
remaining type, hostel and guest houses, got only 3 per cent of the
total. As more high tariff hotel rooms will be opened, the high tariff
type of hotel will increase its share of the revenue. The distribution
is shown in TABLE 5.5
5.22 Hotel Revenue Pattern
In 1972, the total revenue of the industry, excluding hostel and
guest houses, was about HK$416 million. 54.8 per cent of this revenue
came from room sales and room service charges, 29.6 per cent from food sales
and.foodservice charges, 10.1 per cent from beverage sales and beverage
service charges, and the balance of 5.5 per cent from other sources of
revenue.
Compared with the regional and regional ana international hote1 revenue pattern,
we found that hotels in Hong Kong are more dependent on room sales
(54.8 per cent) than an average hotel in the Far East (34.8 per cent)
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TABLE 5.4
DISTRIBUTION OF SOURCE OF REVENUE 1972
Expenditure by Tourist HT-r$286.6( 66.8%
By Local Residents 142.4C 33.2
Total:- HK$429.OC 100
TABLE 5.0
DISTRIBUTION OF HOTEL REVENUE BY TYPE OF HOTEL
Type of Hotel: HK$ M,
High Tariff 335 78
Medium Tariff 81 19
Hostel Guest House+ 13 3
Total:- HK$429 00%
+ Hong Kong Tourist Association estimates.
Note: See the detail breakdown of expenditure in APPENDIX F
Source: Hong Kong Tourist Association.
TABLE 5.6
COMPARISON OF REVENUE PATTERN OF HOTEL INDUSTRY IN HONG KONG,
FAR EAST AND THE WORLD
Hong Kong Far East World
(1972) (1971) (1971)
Room Sales 54.8% 44.2%34.8%
Food Sales 29.6% 29.1%34.8%
Beverage Sales 10.1% 11.8% 15.2%
Other Income 18,6% 11.5%5.5%
i) Revenue Pattern of Hong Kong was from Hong Kong Tourist Association's
unpublished Hotel Operation Statistics 1972.
ii) The rest was from World-Wide Operating Statistics of the Hotel Indust r:
1972, Horwath Horwath International and Laventhol Krekstein Horwath
Horwath, P.7, assuming the revenue pattern of the Far East and The
World in 1972 was same as in 1971.
Source:: Hong Kong Tourist Association.
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or world-wide (44.2 per cent). Hong Kong showed a high occupancy rate
together with a relatively high average tariff of US$28, which clearly
resulted in large amount for room sales. However with a slight decline
in hotel occupancy and a rise in food prices: as expected in the future,
the hotel will not depend so much on room sales as before. The comparison
is shown in TABLE 5.6 with a detailed breakdown of hotel revenue patterns
in 1972 in APPENDIX F.
5.23 Hotel Expenditure Pattern
Out of the total revenu5 16.6 per cent was paid for salaries and
wages, 12.8 per cent for food costs, 3.5 per cent for light and power,
3.1 per cent for beverages, 3.1 per cent for repairs and maintenance,
2,3 per cent for advertising and promotion, 6.7 per cent for depreciation1
and 13,3 per cent for other expenses. A comparison of the expenditures
and profit to the hotel industry between Hong Kong and world is shown
in TABLE 5.74
It can be seen that the payroll (16.6 per cent of the total revenue)
was very low in Hong Kong compared to 29.8 per cent world-wide. Obviously
this was due to the cheaper labour supply in Hong Kong. This raised the
gross profit-sales-,ratio to 38.6 per cent of the total in 1972 which was
favorable compared with the 1971's world average of only 4.8 per cent.
With the deduction of corporation tax,1.8 per cent, the net




COMPARISON OF EXPENDITURE AND PROFIT OF HOTEL INDUSTRY BETWEEN




10.2%Food cost 12.8 f
Heat, Light Power 3.5% 3.5
2.6Repairs Maintenance 3.1
Beverage coat 4.0o'3.1jo
2.3% 2.6Advertising and promotion
Others 36.1% (b)13.3% Ca)
6.7% 6%Depreciation
Profit before income cor-
poration tax 4.836.6% (c)
(a) This item includes material cost 4.7%, other expenditure 7.6%
and room tax 1%*
(b) This item includes departmental expenses 16.5%, rent 8.2% other
capital expenses 7.3% and administrative and general expenses
4.1.
(c) Corporation tax is about to 1.8 of total revenue.
Source: Similar to those in Table 707. The estimates were
based on hotels listed on the stock market. Also
assuming the Worlds., percentages in 1971 remain unchanged
in 1972.
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5.24 Profitability of the Hotel Industry
The H.K.T.A. has estimated that the hotel industry investment in
high tariff and medium tariff hotels (TABLE 5.8) was HK$827 million and
HK$150 million respectively, giving a total of HK$977 million. In 1972
the high and medium tariff hotels took 97 per cent of the total revenue.
In a comparison of profitability in various types of hotels in TABLE 5.9,
we see the net profit-capital ratio for the high tariff hotel was 16.1
per cent, giving an average of 15.7 per cent.
Another ratio calculated was the net profit sales ratio. As for
the high tariff hotels, it was 39.8 per cent whereas for the medium tariff
hotels it was 24.1 per cent, totalling 36.8 per cent-far better than the
world gross operating profit to sales ratio (26.3 per cent. This showed
that Hong Kong has achieved a higher profitability than the world average
--about 10.5 per cent higher. Comparison by type, though, shows that
the medium tariff hotels need to find ways to improve their profitability
structure.
Nevertheless, we can conclude that higher level investment in
higher tariff hotels reaps high profit in Hong Kong. Furthermore, the
high tariff hotels will continue to enjoy high profitability, as group
travel and conventions, which offer a strong potential for hotel revenue,
continue to dominate the high tariff hotels. This high profitability
should continue,. assuming no major disturbing factors in the future.
However, the trend towards rising prices, together with the oil crisis,
will have some effect on maintaining this favorable profitability pattern.
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TABLE 5.8
ESTIMATED CAPITAL INVESTKENT IN HOTELS INDUSTRY', 1y(Z
Capital Cost Total Invest-No. of Hotels Total RoomType of Hotel
ment HKS mn.Der Room HKCapacity
827121.8006.78613High Tariff
15060003, 261Medium Tarit t 33
97797e24310,047High Medium Tariff: 46
(a):This item excludes hostels and guest nouses.
(b) :Average rates for high tariff hotels are m o ana over per u
nAr night and for medium tariff hotels between HK$33 and HK$64.
(c)=This item includes land cost estimate based on hotels listen on
stock market.
TLE 5.9
PUFTTABILITY IN VARIOUS TYPE OF hUThi l y
Net ProfitNet Profit Net ProfitTotal Investment RevenueType of Hotel.
SalesCapitalHO mn.+HK$ mnHKS mn.
RatioRatio
39 .816.1%133.4827 335.1High Tariff
24 .1%19.6 13.1081.0150Mdeiuwm Tariff
36 .8%15.7%153.0u .r Medium Tariff: 977 416.1
Hong Kong Tourist Association estimates.
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5.3 Hotel ]nployment
ployment Needs5.31 Present and Projected Hotel Em
Since Hong Kong has an abundance of human resources from a
population of 4.3 million people. The hotel industry has had no problem
in recruiting workers throughout its history.1 In terms of employee-room
ratio, Hong Kong has a higher average ratio--1.29 (16) than the world
average--1.15 (22). As mentioned earlier, the low wage structure in
Hong Kong enables the industry to enjoy such a high average employee-
room catio
In fact, the hotel industry in Hong Kong makes more use of human
resources than non-human resources, e.g., computers, since a) the hotel
industry is service-oriented and b) local personnel are cheaper than
machines. However, the decline in the average employee-room ratio in
recent years (TABLE 5.10) is due to the rapid increase in hotel rooms,
with a slow increase in the number of employees. A considerable number
of existing hotel employees were drawn by the new hotels, while some
hosts left by these emplovees were not filled.
Staff of the medium tariff hotels, particularly, shifted to the
high tariff hotels, and the former hotels did not fully fill the posts
as before.2 Thus this caused a continuing decline in staff-room ratio.
For example, when an employee left a post, the hotel had to take the
time to train a new staff member to fill the post.
1This does not mean that all the recruited workers are effective
prior to adequate training. We shall discuss hotel training in a
Later part of this section.
`Mr. David Yip, the manager and director, Fortuna Court and
Fortuna Hotel made this comment in an interview.
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Thus in l9712 the average staff-room ratio decreased with the
enormous increase in hotel rooms (a growth rate of 19.2 per cent). In
1973, the ratio increased when there was a slight increase in hotel
rooms (a growth rate of only 3 per cent), The increase of average
hotel staff-room ratio in 1973 was due to the fact that the hotels had
time to fill the posts, without having to face the dilution problem
posed by the demand of the new hotel sector.
Having explained the staff-room ratio, we want to see now many
hotel employees will be required to fill the posts of many new hotel
rooms in the next few years. Assuming the rotel average staff-room
ratio 1.24 to be constant in the next 7 years, we could project the
future number of employees each year by multiplying the estimated total
number of rooms available each year by this ratio. This is shown in
TABLE 5.11.
About 7,bUU more hotel employees will oe required in iijo tinan
in 1973. In other words, over 2,000 hotel personnel will be annually
required by the hotel industry in the next few years.
5.32 Sources of Hotel Employment
Having established theddemand for hotel personnel within the next
few years, we now consider the sources of personnel. At present there
are only a few sizeable training schools. The largest one is the
Lutheran World Service Kwun Tong Vocational Training Centre, which
operates a half-yearly hotel training course at the junior level to
produce the cooks, waiters, room boys, etc. required by the hotel
industry in Hong Kong. Another two schools operating hotel business
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courses are the Chinese University of Hong Kong's Extramural Studies
Department and the Bishop Bianchi College. These two offer middle level
management studies such as food and beverage purchasing, dining room
services, etc. All these schools combined provide only a few hundred
graduates each year for the hotel industry.l
The number of prospective trained employees obviously cannot meet
the demands of the industry, and thus, many of the hotels themselves
lave to offer in-service training to train the new employees. However,
there is no tops-level hotel management training institute in Hong Kong.
In fact, most top-level management posts in high-tariff hotels have been
geld by expatriates, especially those from Switzerland, the United States,
and Britain.2 In general, the hotel industry does not suffer a shortage
India, Indonesia, the Philipines, Malaysia, and Singapore all have
management training courses available--either at local universities or
at hotel training schools, many of which are government run (2k.). All
these countries have recognized the future demand for hotel trained
workers and have set up schools to provide them. As Hong Kong has
experienced a decline in scores rating tourist satisfaction with hotel
accommodations (See Chapter 3), it needs now more than ever to
consider setting up a formal hotel management institute at all levels
for the hotel industry, so as to maintain an international standard
1This information was obtained through interviews with adminis-
trators of these schools, but exact figures were not made available
to us.
This is especially true in those chain-run hotels like the
Peninsular Group Hotels, Hyatt Regency, and Trust-Forte House
(for Excelsior Hotel), Hilton, and Mandarin (run by International).
of wokeres, but it does suffer a sorttage of well-trained workers.
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TABLE 5.10
AVERAGE EMPLOYEE PER HOTEL ROOM
1970- 1973






Source:Labour Department Hong Kong Government
TABLE 5.11
ACTUAL Ej ESTIMATED NUMBER OF EMPLUYLLS
1970- 1980













Based on the product of average staff-room ration ( 1.24) aria LIIC
estimated number of hotel rooms.For 1977 and 1978, we assume to
have 1,500 new hotel rooms added each year and for 1979 and 1980,
we assume to have 1,200 new hotel rooms.
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of service in competing with neighbouring countries. many notes
managers have urged the Government to set up a more formal hotel institute
better employees at allmoreto provide
levels.
5.4 Community Benefits
It is difficult to assess the economic benefits generated by the
hotel industry, which while substantial are diffused. It would be
incomplete, however, to measure the economic importance of the hotel
industry solely in terms of tourists' expenditure on hotels. Tourist
expenditure on accommodation, as with every item of tourism expenditure
will increase the income of a region. The expenditure spent on accom-
modation will be paid out as salaries and wages to hotel employees, who
will re-spend that money, thus creating a multiplying effect (25).
The multiplying effect is the effect of one unit of foreign tourist
expenditure in creating further income in the economy. This effect
varies between high and less developed economies. The multiplier for
most of the Pacific and Far East countries is 3.2.
Thus, multiplying the multiplier (3.2) by the tourist expenai.ture
on accommodation, we get the contribution of hotel industry to national
income. The contribution for 1972 for Hong Kong would be HK$1,373 million,
or about 4 per cent of the Gross National Product for that year.
1During the interview, many managers stressed this point to the
author. They were managers of Hilton, Hong Kong Hotel, ]npress,
Excelsior, Miramar, drama, Merlin, and some others. Only a few
managers did not feel too much in need of that because they thought
their in-service training was good enough to produce the personnel
they want.
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In terms of employment, as a relatively highly sophisticated service
industry, the hotel industry in Hong Kong provides attractive work
opportunities for the people of Hong Kong. About 14,000 are directly
employed in the industry here)and by 1976 there will be 22,000, according
to our projection.
However it is difficult to quantify the indirect employment benefits.
When we consider the employment generated by the hotel industry in related
services such as restaurants, travel agencies, food and beverages supply
companies, furniture and hotel equipment distribution firms, taxi driving,
retail shops and the construction of hotels and related facilities, we
can see that the indirect employment benefits of the hotel industry are
indeed far-reaching.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Major Problems
We found two major problems in our study that the industry is now
facing and will likely continue to face:
1) A general decline in hotel occupancy rate.
2) A general decline in tourists' satisfaction with hotel service.
The general decline in the hotel occupancy rate since 1970 has resulted
in a glut of hotel rooms. Such a decline affects mainly the hotel room sales
--the largest item in generating revenue, and subsequently other hotel items.
In other words, the hotel industry earns less than it should. The profit
becomes narrower as hotel occupancy declines.
The decline in tourists' satisfaction with hotel service shows that
the-industry must think of ways to regain Hong Kong's former reputation of
offering a high-standard of hotel service.
6.2 Recommendations to Improve Occupancy Rates
In one way or another, everything that affects the tourist industry in
general will have an effect on hotel occupancy rate, the most visible aspect
of the hotel business. Therefore, some of the following recommendations,
while they are not specifically so labeled, will reflect to some extent on
occupancy rates.
In order to curb with the declining of the occupancy rates, we must
increase the traffic flow of tourists to Hong Kong and prolong their length
of stay, especially in the quiet seasons such as June,July and December
(Appendix C) As mentioned in Chapter 4, increasing the average length of
saty of the tourist in hotels from 3.6 to 4.6 nights alone would increase
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the occupancy rate by about 27%. An increase in the average length of
stay would mean more rooms would be occupied throughout the year. This
would benefit the profitability structure of a hotel. The hotel must
still pay taxes, rates and overhead for rooms with or without guests. An
increase in occupancy rate, therefore, means a higher profit margin for
the hotels.
Attracting More Tourists
In order to attract more tourists to Hong Kong, thereby raising the
occupancy rate, the Government should further simplify the entry procedures
and regulations, and develop more tourist attractions (2). Moreover, since
Hong Kong enjoys a reputation of a shoppers' paradies, the Government
should make some move to control inflated sales price caused by about a
40 per cent commission being added on to the already inflated retail
price by many tour guides (24). If such a kickback system is allowed
to continue, Hong Kong will soon lose its shoppers'. paradise reputation,
which would certainly discourage tourists from coming to Hong Kong and
ultimately adversely affect the hotel occupancy rate.
Cburtesy
An important factor in attracting tourists to any area is the
reputation it has for friendliness, good service, etc. The image projected
by all store employees and anybody else who works in a service related
field in Hong Kong should be friendly, honest, and polite. This is the
most effective way to sell Hong Kong. The Government should encourage
the people of the Colony to have a civic consciousness and pride, perhaps
through a campaign via broadcasting or other media. A good reputation
like this would be very valuable in attracting more tourists to Hong Kong.
More Promotion
More intensive promotion of tourism by the Government should be
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conducted by the H.K.T.A., thus a higher budget should be allocated To
it. In 1972, the annual subvention of US 2.6 million (24) was relatively
small compared to the revenue generated by the tourist industry in the
Colony.
F rthermore Hong Kong should riot depend too much on one type of
tourist or tourists from one certain country, because should the expected
numbers decline, Hong Kong would suffer greatly Hong Kong should look for
more potential markets.1 It is possible that the Japanese market, the
present dominant one, will reach its peak in the coming years, very similar
to what the U.S. market did two years ago (24).
Changes in the Market
Changes market should be watches, marketing plans mace Hong nongs
appealing to tourists, and searches made for new markets. Foe example,
there more travellers in the under 35 age group, go their priorities
in terms of type of hotel accommodation should be taken into consideration,
as well as encouraging groups travel. Moreover, off-season rates should
be employed to attract the less affluent.
Resort Developmant
Resort development can offer more places for tourists to go, and
in turn prolong their length of stay. However, in order to promote the
unspoilt beautiful spots on the islands, the Governament should tackle
the problems of transportation, road systems, water supply, and other
basic facilities necessary for attracting private investment and marketing
the product. We were told by Mr. David Willis, Product Manager, H.K.T.A.
'Mr. McDonald, Executive Director of the H.K. Hotel Associatior
made a comment to this effect in an interview.
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of two particular stumbling blocks to developing two of the island areas:
water supply on Ma Wan and a bad road system in Ngong Ping, Lantao
Island (24)
As to whether Hong Kong is able to attract tourists to stay longer
by means of resort facilities depends a .great deal on air-fares, the
availability of similar facilities in neighbouring countries, and also
the purpose of the tourists' travel to Hong Kong. But we can definitely
say it would help in promoting tourism in Hong Kong in the long run.
rrivate investors snouia tninK more careiuliy oe ore zney suomiti
new hotel projects to the Government for approval.- It is undesirable to
begin new hotel projects until the hotel occupancy rate proves satisfactory.
The massive Marco Polo Hotel project was abandoned, partly at the prospect
of a declining occupancy rate (31).
The same degree of caution does not apply, to the resort hotels.
Tourists, after spending time in town would be likely to prefer some quiet
places for relaxation. Moreover resort hotels may also attract local people,
who prefer to spend their holidays in the country-side or near the beaches.
Prolonging Tourists' Average Length of Stay
Prolonging the tourists' length of stay is the MoD not only os tiae
Government through the H.K.T.A., but also all directly and indirectly
related sectors of the industry.
We recommend that the H.K.T.A. design more attractive tour programmes
about Hong Kong and add them to the present Tourist's Official Guide Book.
The book should be distributed to overseas travel agencies and airports
for the incoming tourists so that they can be guided to plan ahead in
terms of their length of stay in Hong Kong. It is not infrequent to see
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many tourists who do not have any idea what to do in Hong Kong.`
We also recommend that more information bureaus be set up in the
popular tourist areas such as the Peak, the outlying island Ferry Pier,
the Kowloon Railway Station, Mongkok shopping area, Aberdeen and others.
Conventions
As conventions bring in more tourists zor longer periuub, buV
Association should continue its promotion of Hong Kong as Asia's top
convention centre. Since the convention business is non-seasonal, it
could raise the hotel occupancy rate, particularly in quiet seasons.
However, translation facilities as well as information storage
facilities should be improved (30).
The convention business will obviously be one or we impor-canz
attracting aspects in bringing tourists to stay in hotels, and in turn
improve the urofitability structure of the hotel industry.
6.3 Recommendations To Improve Hotel Service
Standard of Service and Facilities
The hotel sector should offer a high standard of service and
facilities to the hotel guests. This depends heavily on good manage-
ment and the co-operation of the hotel personnel. The high tariff hotels
offer an international standard of service. The hotels should maintain
a reasonable hotel tariff to reflect its services, competitive with
those in its class to those in Asia. The Hong Kong Hotel Association
'This remark was made by Sandy Wong, Tour Co-Ordinator for
Lotus Tour Agents during an interview.
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should constantly watch the changes in hotel tariff in Asia and the rest
of the world so as to inform and advise Hong Kong hotels of changing
rates.
Irvinr Service and Facilities
In view of the continued demand for better service ana saci 11-cies
by the tourist, especially the increasing under 35 group we should
employ improved management practices and technology, ideally improving,
or at least maintain our service and facilities rather than congratulating
ourselves on our present achievements. Moreover, it is important to
improve the quality of hotel employees at all levels by offering greater
learning opportunities both in theory and in practice, by means of
monetary incentive schemes, etc.
The decline in tourists' satisfaction with hotel services, shown
by their ratings, shows that hotels have to find ways of improving the
standard of hotel service in Hong Kong. In the face of growing competition
from neighbouring countries, together with the rapid increase in the
supply of new hotel rooms each year that requires considerably more
skilled personnel, Hong Kong needs to invest on improving both the
quality and quantity of the hotel personnel. In fact we were told by the
managers that unless there are enough new skilled personnel to fill the
new vacancies created by new hotels, many of the existing skilled
personnel will be recruited by the newer hotels. The post left by them will
be unoccupied for a considerable time before new personnel are trained
to replace them. During this period, the staff-room ratio will be diluted,
thereby affect service in terms of both quantity and quality.
Training for Hotel Personnel
Though many hotels provide in-service training, they train the
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number of personnel that they need without making provisions for the personnel
necessary for newly erected hotels. Moreover, the present hotel trainAing
schools do not provide enough skilled personnel for the industry. They only
offer junior or middle level training for a few hundred youth. For skilled
personnel such as cook,bar tender,-room boy and middle level manager, it is
found insufficient in the number of them.
In order to stay ahead of the growing competition, a more formal hotel
training institute at all levels and for various kinds of job is required to
reinforcedthe existing training facilities and to attract more youth to work
in the hotel sector.
This formal training institute should be set up by the Government.
Scholarships or assistantships could be sponsored jointly by the Government
and some of the-..:hotels, for qualified youths to go abroad to study middle or
top-level hotel management. Upon their return, the graduates would be
responsible for working for a specified time for the hotel sponsoring the
scholarship.
These hotels which have in-service training should continue their
training course and should constantly improve their training methods.
Co-ordination between the hotel training school or institute should be
encouraged in the direction of integration of theory and practice.
Good incentives and motivation should be given to present hotel
staff to discourage their defecting to newer hotels. The new hotels
should find ways to train their staff before completion.
Since the basic principle. of hotels and catering establishments is
to serv6..guests, fast service should be the basis-for all training for hotel
work. It is fundamental to foster a sense of hospitality and friendliness
in all apprentices and trainees.
88Chain-Run Hotels
Another important thing we would like to comment on is the success
of chain-run hotels in Hong Kong. International chain-run hotels have
been more successful in their promotion efforts, shown by their sales
volume, high occupancy rates, and thereby their profitability.
Indeed, the chain-run hotels in Hong liong snow a nigue pi Vll u--
ability than the world average, about 14 per cent higher in its profit
to sales ratio.1 Hong Kong should be proud of this. In fact the chain-
run hotels are superior in their management, more capable of utilizing
efficiently human and non-human resources they offer the advantage of
international experience, more sources of finance for the promotion
of sales and seeking new markets. Moreover, the best chains are those
which, while employing centralized management, and offering reciprocal
publicity, still retain a sense of locality that is distinctive in the
industry.
In view of the advantages and facilities the chain-run Hotels
have it is foreseeable that hotels other than chain-run, will be at a
disadvantage in competing with them. The trend of chain-run hotels
infringing upon the market of medium tariff hotels2 has become obvious
in recent years and is most likely to continue. This trend is also
apparent in Singapore and certain other parts of the world.
Of course, hotels other than chain-run must think of ways to cope
with the problems mentioned in this chapter. Perhaps they can join with
IAt the end of 1972, eleven out of thirteen of the high tariff
hotels were chain-run hotels, and the high tariff hotels attained
39.8 per cent at 13 per cent above the world average.
2The high tariff hotels, almost all chain-run hotels, with better
service and facilities offer low tariff almost equivalent to those of
medium tariff hotels, to groups and to individuals. Moreover, tourist
per individual pays a tariff, similar to medium tariff, when two or more
persons share a room in the high tariff hotels. The trend towards more
persons to share a room has been observed recently.
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hotels in other places or an already existing chain1,` with travel agents,
tour orgainsations, or airlines and related groups to promote sales
within legal limitations.
Some chains, however, are only interested in management but not
the properties.2 Sometimes, however, chains get into conflict with the
owner of the hotel. This happened with the Intercontinental Hotel and
Mandarin-Hong Kong (24).
If the hotels other than chain-run could expand their services and
facilities to equal those of the chain-run hotels, they would have a
more viable position in the market.
It is expected that in the suture, competition in tine nozel
industry will be very keen--so keen that many of the existing medium
or lower tariff hotels will soon become members of chain groups, unite
themselves to form groups, or expand their existing facilities. Those
unable to keep pace with the growing competition will soon fade away.
Unless the growth of tourist number or length of stay becomes exceedingly
favourable, this process could be rapid.
At last, we want to stress that since people in Hong Kong have
always proven to be flexible and adaptive, the hotel industry in the
Colony will be able. to find ways to meet the challenges of continuing
competition in the changing environment.
1The Empress Hotel, for instance, joined the Peninsula Group.
`An example would be the Hyatt Regency-Hong Kong, which does not
own the hotel as do some chains.
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CRITERIA FOR CATEGORIZATION OF HOTELS USED BY
nirRP OP TNDIA. DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM
GENERAL METHOD
1. All items considered to be of importance in selecting
a hotel are listed by the categorizing authority. Each of
these items is given a maximum score in accordance with the
authorities opinion of the items' relative importance.
2. Two ratings are given for each item:
(a) a quantitative score of marking out of the total
possible marks





3. The scoring system is complicated with a total overall
percentage pass mark and minimum marks in each category.
PASS MARKS FOR INDIAN RATING SYSTEM
66TOTAL MINIMUM PASS MARKS
ESSENTIALS ITEMS
Mimimum marks for each. item 50




Minimum marks for each item 50
Minimum marks for aggregate
66necessary items
1Number of items rated below 50% allowed
DESIRABLE ITEMS
No pass marks or restrictions provided
that the aggregate mark for all items
is at least 66%
4. The facilities rated and the marks which can be alloted
are detailed in the table. It should be noted that each item
has a different full description for each hotel category.
5. The verbal description of each classification is meniioneu
in the text of the classification instructions as follows:
A luxury hotel of international stanclar.sFive Star
A first class hotel of internationalFour Star
standards
A very good hotelThree Star




GOVERMUNT OF INDIA DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM
SORING SYSTEM FOR HOTEL FACILITIES
124 35
Starstar star Stax Sta
200250320400500Total Points Alioted.
5E5E5ESize of hotel (differs for each 5E 5E
ca-cegory)
5N5N5N5NArrrorriate locality and environment 5N
lON 5N5N5N5NAppropriate architecture etc.
lON lONlON15N20NMaintenance or notes
5D-5D5DParking
10D10D 5DLaws and zarcten
1ONSwimming Pool




L5D:15NlON1ON1ONReception and information counter etc.
lONlON1ONlONLobby and Loun.e
1ONlON 5DCloak room (lavatory)
10D1ONConference facilities
1D 10D20DShop and services
1ON 5N1ONLifts
OE15E 15E29E 20Guest room size and furnishings
I nN1ON1ON lON1ONLighting well designed and adequate
I (1N lONIUBTelephone in rooms
5NRadio or relayed music in each roor 5N5D 5D
cn5N 5DIce water in room
19120E 15NN 2UNDining room furnishing and equipment
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SCORING SYSTEM FOR HOTEL J'AUIL1'1'JJ UUi\IT `11)
2 134
.5.
Star Stax Star Star Star
1ON15N 1OD15DQuality and extend of carpets
1ONlON1ON1ON1ONLinen supply and
lON1ON1ON1ONQuality of crockery and glassware
15E15E 20E15EKitchen equipment and maintenance 20E
15E 15E15E10E15EDish washing arrangements
10D1ON1ONBar furnishing and atmosphere
10D10D10DEntertainment
1ON24 hour service reception etc. 5E
10E24 hour room service
Laundry and dry cleaning service 5D5D5N5N5N
1ON1ON15N15N25NEfficient and courteous staff
1ON1ON 5N5N5NAppearance of Staff
10D10D 5NLanguage knowledge of staff 5N5N
15E15E15E20E25EStandard of housekeeping
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'TwinSingle Suite Total Total
BedsRooms
12060Harbour 180 300
H, K. Cathay 64 2 142 20876
Imperial 200 10 210 420
International 25 66 15791
Island Hotel 110 110 220
Jade Imperial 80 13030 50
King's 24 12651 75
Luk Kwok 67 102 17232 3
Merlin 12168 180 360
Nathan 122 2047740 5
Palace 28 2 6232 92
Pearl Island 6834 34
Rose Garden 24c 4 46 52
Royal 13 2 16775 9o
Shamrock 105 157 20949 3
Shatin Heights 11 267 44
Singapore 133 18 165 316
Sun Ya 112 136 22 170 328
Sunning House 24 2 63 8937
V. I. P. 23 2 31 56
Sub-total: 2,228807 158 5,5793,193
Hostels Guest Housea:
Chingking House 20 60 80 140
Green Jade 6 18 24 42
International Guest House 6 100 14852 42
Midpriso Tourist's Home 10 11 265 42
Washington Guest House 14 2 237 39
YMCA International 80 184.95 2739
Y. M. C. A. 12656 31 4 91
Y. W. C. A. (H. K.) 15 6535 50
YWCA Guest Tnn Rp (K1n_ 9d6500 13838
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APPENDIX C
SEASONAL PATTERN: DETAILED BREAKDOWN BY MONTH, QUARTER, HALF-YEAR
WHOLE YEAR
1968 19701969 1971 1972 1973
( % ) ( % ) ( % (% ) ( % ) ( % )
January 8158 73 75 70 74
February 64 85 86 8077 77
March 67 83 81 8392 79
Anril 86 88 87 80009894
May 82 100 81 82 8093
June 86 6773 93 79 74
RnJuly 82 699075 95
August 9981 87 82 80 74
September 87 8077 92 77 74
October 100 89 10097 9093
November 87 8991 91 96 9o
December 80 81 6579 7274
86 801st Quarter 63 73 77 78
2nd Quarter 80 83 8191 97 77
883rd Quarter 7e 8195 79 72
83 854th Quarter 89 90 8192
1st
Half-Year 84 8172 9 71T9
2nd
Half-year .83 89 89 66 82 77
Whole year 87 84 8177 9o 77
Source: Monthly Hotel Room Occupancy Survey,
Hong Kong Tourist Association.
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APPENDIX D
THE DETAILED SUPPLY SITUATION OF HOTEL AC,C,OMMODATI.Q. I. HONG KONG
1074-1977
Increase/Decrease of BalanceHotelYear Month
Rooms (Tentative Schedule)
11,3161 974 January











13, 031150September Hotel Plaza





620 13,7061975 February Holiday Inn
46-52 Nathan Rd.
Kowloon.
13,743A 2-Storey Hotel atJuly 37
Silvermine Bay, Mui 0,
Lantau Island.
640 14,383December Miramar. Extension
Nathan Rd.
Kowloon.
252 14,635A 18-storey hotel at1976 April
26-36 Prat Avenue
Kowloon.
15,045Ka Bun HotelJune 410
J/0 Jordon Rd./Nathan Rd.
Kowloon.
'70 15,123Shatin Heights ExtensionJuly
7-miles, Tai Po Road
Shatin, N.T.
800A 20-storey hotel at 15,9231977
Holt's Wharf, Kowloon.
00-600A Self-service Hotel at 16,323
Holt's Wharf, Kowloon.Peninsula Hotel(At Holt's 'Wharf
16,480500
1.200Orient Pearl Hotel 17,680
East Point. Hong Konr.
Note: Opening dates and number of rooms of new hotel projects are
only provisional and are subject to change.
The existing Peninsula Hotel (343 rooms) will be replaced by
this 500-room hotel adding 157 rooms to the total room capacity
in Hong Kong.
Hong Kong Tourist Association, Research Dept. 11 Feb., 1974•Source:
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APPENDIX E
XYear Y XY X2
_5 -3,092,0501968 618,410 25
-2,29596391969 765, 21, 3 9
-1 _927,2561970 1927,256
1971 1 1907,295 907,295
1972 11082,2533 3,246,759 9
1973 1,291,950 6,459,750 255
0 595929377 41298,859 70
Z' X'= 70•XY =288:
7- 59 592, 3.7.7_
n=6 a 932,0636n
I XX 41298,859b 61,412
X2 70
Hence the equation:
Y= 932,063+ 61412X when
X= half yearly units, Y= Annual totals
The Projected Figure of visitors between 1974-0 is shown below:
Year Estimated visitors Estimated Growtr
1974 Y= 1,361,947x= 7 9.51%
1975 Y= 1,484,771x= 9 9.02%
1976 X= 11 Y= 1,607,595 8.07%
1977 X= 13 Y= 1,730,419 7.64%
1978 x 15 Y= 1,853,243 7,10%
1979 X 17 Y= 1,976,067 6.63%




DETAIL BREAKDOWN OF HOTEL REVENUE PATTERN, 1972
High Taxiff Hotels Medium Tariff Hotels High Medium
Tariff Hotels
HK$(000's) RX$(000's) HK$(000's)TO 7 0
Room Sales 159,477 47.684 58,8 207,16147.6. 49.8
Room Services Charges 15,977 6.04.845 20,8224.8 5.0
Food Sales 93,120 27.8 18,777 23.2 111,879 26.9
Food Services Charges 9.158 2.7 1,878 2.3 11,036 2.7
Beverage Sales 6.89.8329890 59516 38406 9.2
B evera,e Serv. Charges 3, 262 1.1 0.6 0.9511 3,773
Other Sales 69321,248 1,818 2.3 23,066 5.5
Total:- 100.0 81.029 100.0 100.03359132 416,161
Source: Hong Kong Tourist Association.
APPENDIX G
THE COMPARISON OF EXPENDITURE PROFIT IN VARIOUS TYPE OF HOTELS. 1972
High Tariff Hotels Medium Taxiff Hotels High Medium
Tariff Hotels
HK$ 000's xx$(000's) v $(ooo's)7o /
Payroll 52.118 19.6 16,775 20.7 68.893 16.6
Food Cost 12.1 12.804 15.840,670 12,€53,474
Heat, Light Power 10.775 14.5213.2 3, 746 4.6 3.5
Repairs Maintenance 2.79,167 3,579 4.4 12, 746 3.1
Beverage Cost 9,960 12,e9803,0203.o 3.7 3.1
Advertising Promotion i, 071 2.7 671 0.8 2.39 742
(447)(local) (59832) (1.7) (0.6) (6 279) (1.5)
(overseas) (3,239) (1.0) (224) (o.8(0.3) (3,463)
Material Cost (table
linens etc.) 16,383 3.0204.9 3.7 1 9 9 403 4.7
Other Items of Exendi-
tune 6.3 10.512 1.0 7.621 ,279 31 ,791
Room Tax 29797 0.8 1,454 1.8 4.251 1.0
Other T4x 2.2 0.67,171 336 1.87,507
Depreciation 22.320 6.7 6.8 27, 841 6.75,521
Profit 19.591 24.1 153,012133, 421 39.8 36.8
Total:- 100-0100.0 81, 029335,132 10000416,161
Source: Hong Kong Tourist Association Estimates based on hotels
listed on the stock market.
1香 港 中 文 大 學 嶺 南 工 商 管 理 研 究 院
一 九 七 四 年 度 畢 業 論 文 作 者 張 九 如
香 港 酒 店 業 近 期 發 展 及 未 來 趨 勢 之 研 究
本 文 主 要 是 對 香 港 酒 店 業 近 期 發 展 及 未 來 趨 勢 作 一 探
討 性 之 弄 究 . 作 者 曾 訪 問 有 關 人 士 ; ( 包 括 酒 店 負 責 人 或 組 經
理 人 及 香 港 酒 店 業 協 會 , 香 港 旅 遊 協 會 有 關 部 門 主 管 . 討
論 酒 店 發 展 情 況 , 酒 店 房 間 供 求 關 係 , 以 及 酒 店 房 間 租 金
, 服 務 , 設 備 等 聯 銷 性 問 題 , 作 者 並 蒐 集 報 章 , 雜 誌 , 文
獻 , 期 刊 等 方 面 有 關 資 料 , 加 以 綜 合 , 比 較 及 分 析 下 寫 成
本 文 .
2香 港 為 一 自 由 港 , 無 外 匯 管 制 , 進 出 口 貿 易 免 稅 , 且
海 陸 空 交 通 方 便 , 風 景 優 美 , 富 東 方 色 彩 , 故 能 吸 引 大 量
遊 客 , 促 使 旅 遊 事 業 發 展 迅 速 , 據 香 港 旅 遊 協 會 統 計 , 一
九 六 三 年 本 港 外 遊 客 僅 三 十 餘 萬 人 , 一 九 七 三 年 則 達 一
百 三 十 萬 人 以 上 , 十 年 計 增 加 四 倍 之 多 , 遊 客 在 港 消 費
, 一 九 七 二 年 估 計 已 超 過 港 幣 二 十 二 億 , 此 數 幾 可 償 同
年 進 出 口 貿 易 逆 差 , 此 一 無 煙 工 業 , 為 香 港 第 二 重 要 工 業
, 其 他 位 僅 次 於 紡 織 業 . 且 就 旅 遊 業 論 , 局 遠 東 之 首 , 遠
超 日 本 , 台 灣 , 韓 國 , 及 其 他 東 南 亞 地 區 .
香 港 油 店 約 可 分 為 兩 類 : 第 一 類 以 高 尚 遊 客 及 工 商 人
3士 為 對 象 , 故 設 備 完 善 , 服 務 水 準 較 高 , 經 香 港 旅 遊 協 會
承 認 為 具 有 國 際 水 準 .
酒 店 均 與 旅 行 社 , 航 空 公 司 , 有 密 切 聯 繁 , 第 二
類 則 屬 於 廉 價 客 棧 , 旅 館 , 公 寓 , 招 待 所 等 , 與 旅 行 社 ,
航 空 公 司 , 并 無 密 切 聯 繁 , 通 常 只 是 一 座 簡 陋 建 築 物 , 或
一 層 樓 宇 , 供 客 人 食 宿 , 或 作 賭 場 所 , 本 文 僅 討 論 前
一 類 酒 店 .
, 以 每 人 每 晚 租 金 為 標 準 , 可 分 為 高 價 , 中
價 . 低 價 , 三 種 . 目 前 高 價 油 店 計 十 四 間 , 中 價 油 店 三 十
一 間 , 低 價 油 店 九 間 , 就 酒 房 間 分 配 言 , 高 價 酒 店 房 間
4佔 全 港 酒 店 房 間 百 分 之 六 十 六 , 中 價 , 佔 百 分 之 二 十 八 ,
低 價 , 佔 百 分 六 . 就 服 務 及 設 備 言 , 首 推 高 價 , 酒 店
其 次 為 中 價 酒 店 .
據 香 港 旅 遊 協 會 統 計 , 一 九 六 三 年 , 香 港 酒 店 , 僅 三
十 四 間 , 房 間 六 千 餘 , 目 前 已 增 至 五 十 四 間 , 房 間 達 一
萬 一 千 以 上 , 計 十 年 中 , 增 加 近 二 倍 , 可 見 發 展 蓬 勃 之 一
斑 . 但 由 於 歷 年 酒 店 房 間 劇 增 , 同 業 間 競 爭 , 畢 業 劇 烈 ,
因 而 五 十 年 代 或 以 前 所 建 酒 店 ， 一 部 份 已 受 淘 汰 ， 剩 下 者
, 亦 不 斷 粉 倩 修 葺 ， 或 擴 展 合 併 .
酒 店 位 置 , 極 為 重 要 . 根 據 香 港 旅 遊 協 會 一 項 調 查 .
5顯 示 遊 客 兔 選 擇 位 於 商 業 及 娛 樂 中 心 之 酒 店 , 查 香 港 位 置
符 合 此 等 要 求 者 ; 計 九 龍 方 向 有 四 十 七 間 , 分 別 位 於 尖 少
咀 , 油 麻 地 , 量 角 , 等 地 區 ; 香 港 方 面 計 有 七 間 , 分 別 位
於 中 環 , 及 銅 鑼 灣 一 帶 . 至 於 今 後 五 年 冢 , 將 興 建 之 酒 店
, 據 知 均 位 置 於 鬧 市 中 心 , 或 位 於 海 旁 .
今 後 興 建 之 酒 店 , 幾 全 屬 高 價 酒 店 . 低 價 , 酒 店 之 所
以 遭 受 忽 視 , 原 因 有 二 , ( 一 ) 對 高 價 酒 店 之 需 求 繼 續 存 在 ,
且 盈 利 高 . ( 二 ) 近 年 物 價 上 漲 , 建 築 材 料 昂 貴 , 興 建 畧 具 規
模 之 低 價 酒 店 , 投 資 甚 大 , 而 利 潤 則 小 , 建 成 後 亦 難 以
維 持 .
6遊 客 停 居 酒 店 數 目 , 逐 年 增 加 , 其 中 以 觀 光 及 業 務 性
質 訪 港 者 , 在 本 年 度 中 , 佔 訪 港 全 部 遊 客 百 分 之 八 十 九 ,
為 近 年 所 罕 見 , 由 於 香 港 居 住 環 境 擠 迫 , 以 探 親 性 質 訪 港
者 , 亦 無 法 寄 居 親 友 家 中 , 必 需 下 榻 酒 店 , 因 此 預 料 今 後
遊 客 對 酒 店 需 求 , 仍 將 不 斷 增 加 .
惟 遊 客 在 港 逗 留 時 間 , 近 年 來 似 有 縮 短 趨 勢 , 約 為 三
天 左 右 時 間 . 香 港 旅 桌 協 會 及 有 關 方 向 . 正 設 法 鼓 勵 旅 客
, 在 港 逗 留 較 長 時 間 , 估 計 今 後 數 年 或 能 改 變 此 一 趨 勢 .
由 於 近 年 酒 店 房 間 不 斷 增 加 , 遊 客 逗 留 時 間 縮 短 , 故
雖 數 目 增 加 , 而 每 年 酒 店 房 間 使 用 率 , 則 有 普 遍 下 降 趨 勢
7. 一 九 七 三 年 但 使 青 率 , 僅 為 百 分 之 七 十 七 , 雖 則 此 一 使 用
率 , 當 較 世 界 各 地 一 般 酒 店 使 用 率 為 高 . 在 今 後 數 年 內 ,
為 酒 店 房 間 數 目 增 長 放 緩 , 遊 客 逗 留 時 間 延 長 , 則 酒 店 使
用 將 會 上 揚 , 惟 五 六 年 後 , 酒 店 房 間 , 又 將 出 現 短 缺 情 況
, 屈 時 又 需 興 建 更 多 酒 店 .
香 港 酒 店 服 務 水 準 , 一 般 生 能 獲 遊 客 好 評 , 惟 本 年 遊
客 之 評 價 , 較 以 往 數 年 為 低 , 且 有 漸 趨 下 降 之 勢 ; 此 或 有
映 遊 客 對 酒 店 服 務 要 求 . 日 見 增 高 . 勢 需 力 謀 改 善 , 始 克
保 持 以 往 優 越 地 位 .
近 年 酒 店 房 間 增 加 甚 速 , 優 良 員 工 供 不 應 求 , 使 員 工
8對 酒 店 房 間 比 率 放 慢 , 故 員 工 對 酒 店 房 間 比 率 , 畧 趨 上 揚
. 但 在 較 具 規 模 酒 店 , 新 成 立 時 或 在 旺 季 時 期 , 優 良 員 工
仍 常 感 缺 乏 . 據 調 查 所 得 , 目 前 私 辦 或 政 府 資 助 之 酒 店 訓
練 學 校 , 每 年 畢 業 生 , 僅 數 百 名 , 惟 依 據 一 九 七 三 年 , 對
酒 店 間 比 率 推 算 , 每 年 平 均 需 新 員 工 二 千 人 之 多 , 故 今
後 酒 店 員 工 仍 感 缺 乏 , 目 前 旅 遊 業 , 就 爭 劇 烈 , 東 南 亞 地
區 及 日 本 , 而 香 港 則 有 仍 缺 乏 較 大 較 全 面 性 的 酒 店 訓 練 學 校 . 目
前 高 價 酒 店 , 惟 有 自 設 專 門 訓 練 機 構 , 以 應 付 需 要 .
近 年 香 港 旅 遊 業 新 發 展 及 動 向 , 勢 將 刺 激 酒 店 事 業 .
9此 即 肥 展 香 港 使 之 成 為 亞 州 國 際 會 議 中 心 , 目 前 在 銅 鑼 灣
所 興 建 之 香 港 會 議 中 心 , 將 於 一 九 七 五 年 落 成 , 屈 時 將 帶
來 大 量 與 會 議 有 關 之 遊 客 , 為 酒 店 業 開 擴 新 的 市 場 . 此 外
, 香 港 亦 在 開 始 發 展 市 外 渡 假 區 , 以 配 合 若 干 遊 客 需 要 ,
同 時 亦 可 使 用 本 地 居 民 , 多 獲 假 日 憩 氣 之 地 , 預 料 市 外 渡 假
或 酒 店 , 在 今 後 數 年 內 , 將 有 迅 速 發 展 .
最 近 由 於 世 界 原 油 原 料 發 生 短 缺 . 通 貨 膨 賬 , 引 致
酒 店 費 用 增 加 , 酒 店 租 金 亦 隨 之 上 漲 . 根 據 作 者 研 究 所 得
, 香 港 酒 店 租 金 仍 較 星 加 圾 , 日 本 , 關 島 , 等 地 區 為 廉 .
香 港 與 其 鄰 近 地 區 , 酒 店 同 業 間 , 競 爭 日 趨 劇 烈 , 欲
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來 保 持 香 踡 優 越 地 位 , 作 者 認 為 不 斷 訓 練 員 工 , 提 高 質
素 , 改 善 服 務 , 並 運 用 現 代 科 技 , 裝 置 現 代 化 設 備 , 同
時 應 不 斷 注 視 市 場 動 慼 , 發 掘 新 市 場 , 採 取 合 理 價 格 , 爭
取 酒 店 聯 絡 , 更 應 與 旅 行 社 , 航 空 公 司 , 共 謀 推 進 相 互 間
之 業 務 .


